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Snowfall Shuts 
Mughal Road

T
he authorities on Thursday 

closed Mughal Road for 

vehicular traffic following 

fresh snowfall and severe 

slippery conditions.

Officials said 

that on Thursday 

evening, upper 

reaches in Rajouri, 

Poonch and stretch of Mughal 

Road received snow.

The snow caused slippery 

conditions on the road due to 

which the Mughal road was closed 

for movement of vehicles at 6 pm.

Soldier Shoots  
Self-Dead In Uri

A
n army man on Thursday 

allegedly committed suicide 

by shooting himself dead 

with his service rifle in this border 

town of North Kashmir.

The soldier (name withheld) 

allegedly shot himself dead with 

his service weapon in the Mohura 

area when he was on his way to 

Uri from his native village, reports 

said. The soldier was taken by 

passerby to a nearby hospital for 

treatment. However, the doctors 

there declared him dead. The 

reason behind  | More on P10

2 Cops Suspended 
For Skipping Duty

T
wo constables of the Jammu 

and Kashmir Police were 

suspended for dereliction 

of duty here on Thursday, an 

official said. A designated team of 

officials of police was on routine 

night checking duty when a police 

vehicle was found abandoned while 

the staff deployed for night duty 

were found in dereliction of duty, 

the official said. Following this, 

Senior Superintendent of Police 

(SSP) Jammu Dr Vinod Kumar 

ordered suspension of two police 

personnel of  | More on P10

Five Robbers 
Arrested In Jammu

F
ive members of an inter-state 

gang of robbers involved in 

several cases in Jammu and 

Kashmir and Punjab were arrested 

on the outskirts of Jammu city on 

Wednesday, police said.

They said the arrests were made 

as police were investigating 

a robbery complaint lodged 

on October 15. According to 

complainant Pintu Sharma, his car 

was stopped at the Kappa Gala 

area of Jammu by some unknown 

people who attacked him and 

looted Rs 25,000 cash  | More on P10

Raj Bhawan Celebrates 
Uttarakhand Day

J
ammu Kashmir Raj Bhawan 

on Thursday hosted the 

celebration of Uttarakhand 

Foundation Day at Jammu.

Students, Security personnel and 

the people of the Himalayan state 

known as ‘Devbhoomi’ living in 

J&K UT were the special invitees.

Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha 

extended his heartiest greetings 

and best wishes to the people of 

Uttarakhand on the occasion. He 

paid tributes to the bravehearts 

and towering personalities of 

Uttarakhand  | More on P10

30 Kanal Land Freed 
From Encroachers

O
n the directions of the 

District Magistrate (DM) 

Shopian, Faz Lul Haseeb and 

under the supervision of Tehsildar 

Chitragam, a team of revenue 

officials along with police retrieved 

Kahcharai land from illegal 

encroachment at Village Dragad of 

Chitragam tehsil.

The freed land measures about 

30 kanals. JCB’s and Chainsaw 

machines were deployed to 

clear the land for further use of 

the government. The land was 

subsequently handed  | More on P10

GUNS ROAR ALONG BORDER

BSF Constable 
Killed In 
Pakistani Firing

Terrorist Killed In Shopian Encounter: Police

P
olice on Thursday claimed to have shot dead a terrorist of The 
Resistance Front (TRF) in an early morning encounter in South 
Kashmir’s Shopian district. The joint team of police and army’s 

2 Rajput launched a cordon and and search operation in Kathohalan 
village of the district on Thursday morning on the basis of specific 
information regarding the presence of a terrorist in the area, a police 
spokesperson said. During the search operation, he said,  | More on P10

Road To J&K’s Progress, Prosperity 
Passes Through Its Villages: LG
Says His Administration Liberated Various Sections From Decades Of Discrimination, Exploitation

Forces Alert To Foil 
Infiltration Attempts: BSF DG

J&K Witnessing Low Convictions 
In Corruption Cases: RTI
Only 78 Govt Officials Convicted In Last 10 Years

Much-Needed RERA To 
Be A Reality In J&K Soon
Officials Say Real Estate Regulatory Authority 
Will Be Functional Once All Key Posts Are filled

Birdi Takes Over As IGP Kashmir

CBI Court Holds 2 Septuagenarians 
Guilty In 32-Yr-Old Case

Press Trust Of India

Jammu: A BSF head constable 
was killed in unprovoked firing 
by Pakistan Rangers along the 
International Border (IB) in the 
Ramgarh sector of Jammu and 
Kashmir's Samba district early 
Thursday, officials said.

The firing targeting Border 
Outposts in the district is the 
third ceasefire violation in 24 
days by Pakistan Rangers along 
the IB in the Jammu frontier.

BSF Head Constable Lal Fam 

Kima suffered injuries and was 
evacuated to a local hospital. He was 
later moved to the GMC Hospital in 
Jammu, the officials said.

The head constable suc-
cumbed to injuries, they said 
and that the 50-year-old was a 
resident of Aizwal in Mizoram.

His body has been shifted to 
GMC Hospital's mortuary for 
postmortem.

"During night intervening 8/9 
Nov 2023, Pakistan Rangers re-
sorted to unprovoked firing in 
Ramgarh area | More on P10

LG Sinha, BSF Pay Tributes To Slain Jawan

L
ieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha and Special Director 
General of BSF, P V Ramasastry on Thursday paid homage 
to the BSF head constable who was killed in unprovoked 

firing by Pakistan Rangers along the International Border (IB) in 
Jammu and Kashmir's Samba district. Apart from them, Chief 
Secretary A K Mehta, Home Secretary R K Goyal, IGP Anand Jain, 
IG BSF D K Boora and Divisional Commissioner Ramesh Kumar 
also paid tributes to the BSF jawan, Lal Fam Kima,  | More on P10

Press Trust Of India

Srinagar: There are always 
attempts from across the 
border to push in more 
militants before the onset 
of winter and closure of 
tracks due to heavy snow-
fall, but the security forces 
are alert and would foil any 
infiltration bids, BSF Director 
General Nitin Agrawal said 
here Thursday.

He attended and inspected 
a passing out parade of 599 re-
cruits of the BSF at Subsidiary 
Training Centre (STC) Kashmir 
at Humhama on the outskirts 
of the city here.

Agrawal said the attempts 
take place every year as the 
other side tries to push in a 
maximum number of mili-
tants before the snowfall.

"There is an attempt to 
push them (militants) before 

the onset of winter, snowfall, 
and closure of tracks every 
year. But, we are alert. I vis-
ited the LoC (on Wednesday), 
met my troops and Army of-
ficers. They are alert and if 
there is any infiltration at-
tempt, we will foil it," the DG 
BSF told reporters.

"But, we foil their designs 
every year and that is hap-
pening this year too. They are 
trying, but  | More on P10

Auqib Javeed

Srinagar: Jammu and Kashmir 
has witnessed low convictions 
of public servants in corruption 
cases, despite a massive crack-
down launched by the Union 
Territory administration to curb 
the menace of corruption in 
government offices, official fig-
ures received through Right to 
Information (RTI) reveal.

The data, a copy of which lies 
with Kashmir Observer, disclos-
es that from 2010 to 2023, only 
78 government officials have 
been convicted in J&K.

The figures clearly suggest 
that the conviction rate in cor-
ruption cases remains low in 
J&K, outpaced by acquittals, 
with many districts reporting 
zero convictions in 13 years.

The figures further disclose 
that for over a decade, 156 gov-
ernment officials, who were 
accused of corruption by Anti 

Corruption Bureau (ACB), were 
acquitted by the respective Anti 
Corruption courts.

The figures indicate that the 
number of acquittals is three 
times higher than convictions.

In the Special Anti Corruption 
Court Jammu, 75 accused gov-
ernment officials were acquit-
ted, while 55 were convicted. 
Similarly, in the Special Anti 
Corruption Court Srinagar, 
which encompasses cases from 

Budgam and Ganderbal, 42 gov-
ernment officials were acquit-
ted, with only 18 being convict-
ed during the period from 2010 
to 2023.

Surprisingly, in the districts of 
Rajouri, Doda, and Kathua, not a 
single government official has 
faced conviction in the past 13 
years. In contrast, each of these 
three designated courts acquit-
ted one government official.

In the Pulwama Anti 
Corruption Court, nine accused 
officials were acquitted, while 
two were convicted. Likewise, 
in Anantnag, six officials were 
acquitted, and only one gov-
ernment official was convicted 
during the 13-year period from 
2010 to 2023.

In Baramulla Anti Corruption 
Court, which covers cases from 
Kupwara and Bandipora as well, 
11 government officials facing 
corruption charges by the ACB 
were acquitted,  | More on P10

KO IMPACT

Majid Nabi

Srinagar: The Union Territory ad-
ministration has set the ball roll-
ing for the establishment of J&K 
Real Estate Regulatory Authority 
(RERA), allowing buyers and 
sellers in the real estate industry 
to finally have their grievances 
and concerns resolved under a 
legitimate process.

In this regard, the Housing 
and Urban Development 
Department (HUDD) issued 
a notification for the several 
posts including that of the 
Chairman RERA. The notifica-
tion in this regard was issued 
on 7th of this month.

The notification came in the 
backdrop of a series of news 
reports and video stories car-
ried out by Kashmir Observer 
over the last several months. 
KO had also in its weekly 

Inkishaf programme high-
lighted the issues of the real 
estate sector in absence of a 
regulatory authority.

"At a time when the gov-
ernment wants more invest-
ments in the real estate sec-
tor in J&K, the Real Estate 
Regulatory Authority-RERA 
hasn't been constituted yet in 
the UT. I have written a num-
ber of articles and filed video 
reports in this regard as well. 
Government has now finally 
issued notification to consti-
tute RERA. Hope this authority 
is constituted soon, "said Dr 
Raja Muzaffar Bhat, prominent 
RTI activist and columnist.

Buyers and sellers in the real 
estate sector have been expe-
riencing difficulties as a result 
of the non- constitution of 
the much-needed Jammu and 
Kashmir  | More on P10

Incharge BMO, 
Senior Assistant 
Face Probe
Agencies

Srinagar: The Health and 
Medical Education (H&ME) 
Department on Thursday ap-
pointed an Inquiry Officer 
to probe into the complaint 
against the in-charge Block 
Medical Officer (BMO) Mandi 
and the Senior Assistant at 
Community Health Centre 
(CHC) Mandi.

According to an order issued 
by the department, Deputy 
Secretary H&ME Sanjeev 
Sharma has been appointed as 
the Inquiry Officer.

The order states, “Sanction is 
hereby accorded to the appoint-
ment of Mr Sanjeev Sharma 
(JKAS), Deputy Secretary to the 
Government, Health & Medical 
Education Department, as 
the Inquiry Officer to inquire 
into the complaint levelled 
against Dr Nusrat Bhatti, I/C 
BMO Mandi, and Mr Gursharan 
Singh, Senior Assistant, CHC 
Mandi.”

The Inquiry Officer shall 
submit the report along with 
recommendations within two 
weeks from the date of issuance 
of this order, the order adds.

V
idhi Kumar Birdi, a 
2003-batch Indian Police 
Service officer of the 

AGMUT cadre on Thursday as-
sumed the charge of Inspector 
General of Police Kashmir Zone

An official said that Birdi as-
sumed the charge today morning.

Birdi was posted as IGP 
Kashmir following the transfer 

of ADGP Vijay Kumar to ADGP 
(Law and Order), J&K.

Meanwhile, after assum-
ing charge as IGP, Birdi held 
an interactive meeting with 
DIG ranges and District SP's on 
Thursday afternoon, a police 
spokesperson said.

He said that the district and 
range heads   | More on P10

M Ahmad

Srinagar: A CBI court here has 
sentenced two septuagenar-
ians to 2 years in jail after hold-
ing them guilty of swindling Rs 
40 lakhs almost 32 years.

The case was initiated by 
CBI following a written com-
plaint addressed to S.P CBI  
New Delhi that the then Sr. 
Manager State Bank of Patiala 
in Srinagar Branch J&K entered 
into a criminal conspiracy with 
M/S  Srinagar Housing  Service, 
Khyam  Chowk  Srinagar  J&K, 
M/S Jackpot Carpet Industries 
Srinagar, M/S Sunshine Hussain 
Srinagar, M/S Farooq Bilal & Co. 
Srinagar and other unknown 
persons have cheated the State 

Bank of Patiala Branch Srinagar.
It was alleged in the com-

plaint that in pursuance 
of criminal conspiracy K.S. 
Khurana fraudulently pur-
chased fake foreign instru-
ments amounting to Rs. 
41,44,203 in Foreign Demand   
Negotiations   from   M/S   
Srinagar   Housing   Service, 
Khyam Chowk Srinagar J&K. 
The foreign instruments were 
not issued by the foreign bank 
and the same were fraudulent-
ly prepared, submitted in the 
bank and got encashed.

It has been further al-
leged that K.S Khurana has 
fraudulently shown payments 
amounting to Rs. 6,41,040/  in 
different accounts for which 

no vouchers were available in 
the bank to show that the pay-
ments received by the various 
accounts holders.

“…it   stand   establish   that 
accused no 1 (Kanwarjeet 
Singh Khurana, R/O C 543 Urban 
Estate Phase 1  Punjab) being 
employee of bank & the   ac-
cused no 3 (Ghulam Qadir Lone 
of New   Road   Khona Khan 
M/S Srinagar Housing Service 
Khayam Chowk, Srinagar) be-
ing partner of accused no 4 
(M/S Srinagar Housing Service 
at Srinagar) in collusion/crimi-
nal conspiracy with each other   
have   committed   offence   u/s   
5(1)(d)   punishable   u/s   5(2) 
P.C.Act 2006 read with section 
120 B RPC,” | More on P10

Observer News Service

Jammu: Asserting that 
the road to Jammu and 
Kashmir’s progress and 
prosperity has to pass 
through its villages and 
far flung areas, Lieutenant 

Governor, Manoj Sinha 
said Thursday that his 
administration liberated 
various sections of the 
society from decades of 
discrimination and ex-
ploitation and provided 
them opportunities to 

benefit from growth.
“Peoples' participa-

tion lies at the core of 
rural prosperity. Back to 
Village initiative of the 
J&K administration is 
shaped to address satu-
ration of  | More on P10

‘Admin Ensured  
More Rights For  
Poor, Marginalised’

L
ieutenant Governor Manoj 
Sinha said on Thursday that 
every section of society was 

getting benefits of Central and 
Union Territory schemes without 
discrimination and asserted that his 
administration has ensured more 
rights and resources for the poor, 
marginalised and vulnerable.
“Our goal is to ensure a social 
security net for all and better 
living standards for every citizen. 
Every section of society is getting 
benefits of Central and UT Schemes 
without discrimination,” the LG said 
after inaugurating the Pensioners 
Sammelan here on Thursday.
In his address, the LG congratulated 
the District Administration Jammu 
for its sustained campaign to 
achieve the saturation in Integrated 
Social Security  | More on P10

IN THE LAST FEW YEARS, TIMELY IMPLEMENTATION and monitoring 
of programmes ensured a unique opportunity for holistic development of 
villages. Various sections of society have been liberated from decades of 

discrimination and exploitation and provided opportunities to benefit from growth.” 

DURING NIGHT INTERVENING 8/9 
NOV 2023, Pakistan Rangers resorted to 

unprovoked firing in Ramgarh area which was 
befittingly responded to by BSF troops."
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Government of Jammu & Kashmir 

Department of Rural Development and 
Panchayati Raj Civil Secretariat,  Jammu/Srinagar

Email ZD : secvrdd11@gmail.com website: jkpr.gov.in Tel. No. 0191-2564763 (3), 0194-2506269 (S)

Subject:- Draft amendments in the existing Jammu 
and Kashmir Rural Development (Gazetted) Service 
Recruitment Rules- Conduct of DPC thereof.

NOTICE

Whereas, the Jammu and Kashmir Rural Development (Gazetted) 
Services Recruitment Rules were notified vide SRO-285 dated 1st Sep-
tember, 2003. Thereafter, the necessity of modifying the existing rules 
was felt expedient in view of the various changes made from time to time 
viz. creation of 24 and 177 posts of BDOs in 2010 and 2014 respectively; 
and

Whereas, after re-organization of the erstwhile state of J&K in 2019, 
various categories of posts in the Department were distributed between 
the Union Territories of J&K and Ladakh by notifying SRO No,781 of 25th 
October, 2019, Gazetted posts of J&K UT were bifurcated and notified; and

Whereas, subsequently, rationalization of various categories of posts 
in the Department was issued vide Government Order No.59-RD&PR of 
2021 Dated: 02.03.2021 and the exercise for amendment of the existing 
J&K Rural Development (Gazetted) Service Recruitment Rules, 2003 no-
tified vide SRO 285 dated 1st September 2003 was already initiated since 
long; and

Whereas the ARI & Trainings Department has recently issued Circular 
NO.03-ARI & Trgs of 2023 dated: 22.09.2023 regarding revision/updation 
of service Recruitment Rules wherein interalia, it has been mentioned 
that the proposals may be submitted after addressing the aspects/pa-
rameters/instructions through circulation of that draft Recruitment Rules 
for inviting objections of all the stakeholders concerned within fifteen 
(15) days.

Now, therefore, in light of the above, the draft amendments in the 
existing Jammu and Kashmir Rural Development (Gazetted) Service 
Recruitment Rules, 2023 is hereby uploaded on the departmental offi-
cial web site (viz. jkpr.gov.in) for inviting objections from the concerned 
members of the service(s)/stakeholders, if any, within a period of 15 (fif-
teen) days strictly as per instructions of the ARI & Trainings Department 
issued vide Circular No.03-ARI & Trgs of 2023 dated 22.09.2023 through 
concerned HoDs. After prescribed period of time, no objection(s) shall be 
entertained. 

(Bishan Dass
Under Secretary to the Government 

No. RDD-GAZ/51/2021-12 
Dated: 08 -11-2023

DIPK-11831/23
Bishan Dass

dated: 08-11-2023 Under Secretary to the 
Government

NOTICE
The electricity connection 

with consumer ID 

0205010006176 &

installation No. 1171-R1 

registered in the name 

of Ab Razzak Baba S/o 

Gh Ahmad R/o Banday 

Bagh Ganderbal is to be 

transferred in favour of 

Abdul Aziz Baba S/o Lt. 

Abdul Razzaq Baba R/o 

Banday Bagh Ganderbal.

Objections, if any, to 

the  same must reach 

Division-V Ganderbal 

within a week at the 

most.
sku
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GOVERNMENT OF JAMMU AND KASHMIR 

JAMMU AND KASHMIR SERVICES SELECTION BOARD
CPO Chowk, Panjtirthi, Jammu / Zamzam Complex, Rambagh, Srinagar

www.ikssb.nic.in

DIPK-11914/23
dated: 09-11-2023



Observer News Service

Srinagar: The Kashmir 
Trade Alliance (KTA) has 
voiced its strong discon-
tent with the worsening 
power supply situation in 
Kashmir, asserting that it 
is causing significant in-
convenience and disrup-
tion. Prolonged hours of 
load shedding are not only 
hampering economic ac-
tivities but are also nega-
tively impacting the lives 
of common people across 
the region.

Aijaz Shahdhar, Presi-
dent of KTA, in a statement 
expressed concern over the 
ongoing power crisis; say-
ing despite the assurances 
made by the power depart-
ment that an additional 500 
MW of electricity supply 
would be purchased from 
the northern grid, Kashmir 
continues to grapple with 
unscheduled power cuts that 
are creating chaos in the dai-

ly lives of its residents.
One of the most press-

ing issues Shahdhar raised 
was the apparent disregard 
for the curtailment schedule 
announced by the Kashmir 
Power Distribution Corpo-
ration Limited (KPDCL).

"This inconsistency in 
adhering to the schedule 
has had a direct and adverse 
impact on various sectors, 
including industries, the 
business community, gen-
eral trade, manufacturing, 
and the burgeoning e-com-
merce sector in Kashmir,” 
he added.

"The government must 
take proactive steps to ad-
dress the issue of unsched-
uled power cuts," Shahdhar 
emphasized.

He further pointed 
out that these power out-
ages are exacting a heavy 
toll on all aspects of life in 
Kashmir, not only affecting 
businesses but also causing 
disruptions in homes and 
daily routines.
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This Day In History

•	 TRAFFIC POLICE : 9419993745, 01998-266686
•	 PCR: 0194-2452092,2455883
•	 PDD: 0194-2450213
•	 FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES :
            2479488,2452222,2452155
•	 CAPD: 18001807011
•	 SMC HEALTH OFFICER: 9469409081
•	 Ambulance: Kashmer EMS Service: +91 94841 00200

SHIEK UL ALAM AIRPORT: 01942303311

•	 SRINAGAR: 0194-2103259
•	 ANANTNAG: 01932-228243
•	 BARAMULLA: 0194-102029
•	 BIJBHERA: 01932-228243
•	 PAMPORE: 01933-294132
•	 PATTAN: 01954-293507
•	 QAZIGUND: 01951-296153

•	 Sgr-Jammu highway - ( Open )
•	 Mughal Road - (Closed)
•	 Srinagar- Leh- (Open)

AIRPORTS

RAILWAYS

HIGHWAY STATUS

PRAYERS

FAJR 5 : 32

ZUHR 12:14

ASR 3: 54

Magrib 5:34

ISHA 7: 56

•	 1938 - Nobel for literature awarded to Pearl Buck 
(Good Earth)

•	 1945 - Heavy battle in Surabaya between 
Indonesian nationalists and returning

•	 colonialists after World War II, celebrated as 
Heroes&#39; Day (Hari Pahlawan).

•	 1950 - Nobel for literature awarded to William 
Faulkner

•	 1970 - Luna 17, with unmanned self-propelled 
Lunokhod 1, is launched

•	 1975 - PLO leader Yasser Arafat addresses UN in 
NYC

•	 1975 - UN General Assembly approves resolution 
equating Zionism with racism

•	 1978- Israel&#39;s top negotiators broke away 
from Middle East peace talks

•	 1979 - Train detrailment in Mississauga, Ontario; 
a 106 car train derails causing the evacuation of 
200,000 people

•	 1980 - Iraq captures southern port of Khorramshahr
•	 1982 - IMF lends Mexico $3.8 billion due to 

threatened bankrupcy
•	 1982 - Vietnam Veterans Memorial opened
•	 1986 - Bangladeshi Constitution restored
•	 1989 - Germans begin demolishing the Berlin Wall
•	 1993 Slovakian government of Vladimír Mečiar 

forms
•	 1995 - In Nigeria, playwright and environmental 

activist Ken Saro-Wiwa along with eight others 
from the Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni 
People (Mosop) are hanged by government forces

•	 1996 - 46th NASCAR Sprint Cup: Terry Labonte wins
•	 2001 - An agreement is reached at talks in 

Marrakech, Morocco, on rules for implementation 
of the Kyoto climate change treaty

•	 2006 - Sri Lankan Tamil Parliamentarian Nadarajah 
Raviraj assassinated in Colombo.

•	 2012 - 20 Syrian troops are killed by suicide 
bombings in Daara

•	 2012 - 27 people are killed and dozens injured in a 
prison conflict in Colombo, Sri Lanka

•	 2012 - Israeli counter strike on Palestinian militants 
in Gaza kills 5 and injure 30

HIJRI 
CALENDAR
25  Rabi-Ul-Sani 
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Morning view of illuminated  historic Zero Bridge in Srinagar on a cold, foggy Thursday. KO Photo, Abid Bhat

KTA Decries Worsening 
Power Supply In Kashmir

E- Bid Document (Auction ID   8634 )
Out-sourcing of “01 No. Coffee Shop near Ski Slop at Gulmarg   

 through GeM Portal for a period of 03-years.
No: GDA/F-40/2023/ 823 dated 19/08/2023

For and on behalf of the Lt. Governor of J&K Union Territory, E- Auction are invited online through 
GeM Portal for Outsourcing the “01 No of Coffee Shops Near Ski Slop at Gulmarg,  for a period of 
03-years. The details are as under:

S.No Particulars Date/Amount Remarks
1. PQ (Pre- Qualification) Submission Start Date 13.11.2023 10:00 AM Nil
2. PQ (Pre- Qualification) Submission End Date 18.11.2023 03:00 PM Nil
3. PQ (Pre- Qualification) Assessment Date & Time  20.11.2023 04:00 PM Nil
4. EMD Start Date 21.11.2023 10:30AM Nil
5. EMD End Date 28.11.20230 4:30 PM Nil
6. EMD (Bid Security) Amount Rs. 10,000/- (Ten Thousand 

Only)
To be pledged in favour of Chief 
Executive Officer Gulmarg Devel-
opment Authority 

7. Bid Submission/Auction Start Date 29.11.2023 12:00 PM Nil
8. Bid Submission/Auction End Date & Time 04.12.2023 03:00 PM Nil
9. Reserve Bid Amount Rs. 1,00,000/- (One lac Lakh 

Only) per year
                                   Nil

The e-auction shall be finalized by the Outsourcing Committee under the Chairmanship of Director Tourism, Kashmir. Reliable/resourceful and ex-
perienced agencies/persons, who fulfill the ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA (PRE QUALIFICATION) detailed as under shall only be eligible to participate in the 
E – Auction process.
PRE –QUALIFICATION (PQ) CRITERIA (TO BE UPLOADED ON Gem-PORTAL)
•	 The	bidder	shall	have	to	upload	Certificate	of	Registration	for	Hotel	or	Restaurant		duly	issued	by	the	Tourism	Department	under	J&K	
Registration of Tourist Trade Act and/or Relevant qualification(Degree/Diploma/Certificate  Course)  in  the Hospitality sector and/or having experi-
ence in the Hospitality sector with documentary Proof be uploaded. Preference shall be given to the candidates fulfilling all three criterion.
•	 The	bidder	shall	have	to	upload	a	Character	Certificate	from	the	concerned	Additional	Dy.	Commissioner	(ADC)	or	Police	Station.The	
validity of character certificates shall have to be Six Months from the date of issuance. 
•	 The	bidder	shall	have	to	upload	self-attested	PAN	Card	&	Aadhar	Card.
Specific Condition:
•	 The	bidder	participating	in	the	e-	bid	process	must	apply	in	his	name	or	the	firm	duly	registered	in	his	name.	There	is	no	scope	what-
soever of executing any partnership deed in the outsource deed
•	 The	minimum	reserve	bid	has	been	fixed	at	Rs.1.00	lacs	Per	annum			with	10%	escalation	for	each	successive	year	thereafter	to	be	
deposited before the start of every year.
•	 The	bid	offers	should	be	above	the	minimum	reserve	bid	viz.	Rs.1,00,000	lacs	fixed	for	the	job.
•	The	interested	parties	should	compulsorily	visit	&	inspect	the	asset	before	participating	in	the	e	-	bidding	process	and	the	physical	position	of	the	
asset  As such, no claim of any deficiency, addition, alteration, rectification in the asset would be entertained during/after bidding process.
•	Eligible	persons	shall	be	allowed	to	participate	in	the	e	-bidding	process	only	after	uploading	of	relevant	documents	mentioned	in	the	Eligibility	
Criteria and EMD in the shape of CDR, amounting to Rs.10000/- pledged in favour of Chief Executive Officer Gulmarg Development Authority. 
•	 The	successful	bidder	shall	have	to	deposit	100%	of	the	approved	bid	amount	for	the	1st	year	within	a	period	of	seven	days	after	the	
culmination of bidding process otherwise the claim shall get forfeited.
•	 In-case	the	successful	bidder	fails	to	make	payments,	the	2nd	highest	bidder	shall	be	offered	to	deposit	the	highest	bid	amount	on	
the same conditions of payment. However, the outsourcing committee shall have sole discretion for any final decision.
•	 The	contract	shall	be	awarded	for	one	year	in	the	first	instance	and	renewal	of	the	same	shall	be	subject	to	depositing	of	rentals	for	
the	each	successive	year	in	advance	including	10%	compound	escalation,	within	07-days	from	the	date	of	completion	of	each	year	satisfactorily.	The	
department is in its right to cancel the contract.
•	 In	case	the	successful	bidder	fails	to	complete	the	term	of	contract,	or	leaves	the	contract	half	way	or	the	contract	is	cancelled	due	to	
any disqualifications/non payment of advance rent, the CDR shall be forfeited.
•	 The	safety,	security	and	upkeep	of	the	asset	shall	be	sole	responsibility	of	outsourcee	during	the	period	of	contract.
•	 The	out-sourcing	committee	reserves	the	right	to	reject	any	or	all	the	e	-	bids	without	assigning	any	reason	thereof.
•	The	successful	bidder	shall	have	to	charge	rates	for	various	allotted	services	as	per	approval	of	the	Department	from	time	to	time.
•	 The	electric/water	consumption	charges	shall	be	payable	by	the	outsourcee.
•	 The	bidder	should	not	be	employee	of	any	Govt.	Deptt.	or	a	Public	Sector	undertaking.
•	 The	successful	bidder	shall	have	to	execute	an	agreement	with	the	department	on	non-	Judicial	Stamp	Paper	regarding	adherence	to	

the instruction/terms and conditions as may be prescribed by the Department during the course of the contract period. 
•	 The	bidder	shall	have	to	bear	all	the	costs	and	expenses	for	execting	this	agreement/	licensedeed.	
•	 The	bidder	shall	have	to	bear	all	the	costs	and	expenses	for	execting	this	agreement/	licensed	deed	
•		The	successful	bidder	shall	have	to	provide	the	catering	facilities	for	the	full	period	of	license	and	not	on	seasonal	basis	only.
•	 The	successful	bidder	shall	be	under	an	obligation	to	make	arrangement	for	safe	disposal	of	solid/liquid	waste	etc.	And	meet	other	
requirements of pollution control/protection of environment. 
•	 The	licensee	has	to	insure	the	property	through	any	Nationalized	Insurance	Company	in	the	name	of	the	Chief	executive	Officer	Gul-
marg Dev. Authority shall be issued by this office. The premium on this account shall be borne by the licensee.  
20.  The successful bidder shall have to handover the property to the Tourism department after completion of contract period with the list of inven-
tory, received by him at the time of allotment/taking over.
21. The licensee shall not make any alterations or additions to the space/unit allotted, without seeking written permission from the competent au-
thority of the department.
22.  The successful bidder shall arrange on his own all necessary stationery, staff or any other requirements for providing efficient services to the 
clients.
23. The Licensee shall provide necessary uniform & name plates to the staff working in the premises & shall be responsible for any act of the staff 
member for which, he shall be liable for criminal/civil action under rules/law if any required.
24. The Watch and ward of the property, maintenance of lawns and other subsidiaries and landscape if any is the sole responsibility of the licensee. No 
departmental employee will be posted/stationed at the site for this purpose.
25. The rates to be charged on account of various catering items and other activities to be carried in the premises will be approved by the licensor.
         26. Defaulters shall not be allowed to participate in the E-auction process. 
27. The equipment shall be eco-friendly, and the same can be installed only after obtaining proper approval form the Authority. Allottee in command 
is directly responsible for the safety of clients and the ground staff and the agency shall ensure first aid equipment at the site. 
28.  The licensee shall not, in any case, sub-let the premises to any other party. It shall vacate the premises allotted on the expiry of allotment. 
However in case the party intends to vacate the premises before the expiry period, he/she shall have to deposit the full amount of the successive year 
and has to give three months advance notice for the same. And during this period, it shall carry on with the allotted arrangement on the terms and 
conditions as prescribed.
29. The successful bidder shall have to provide services to the best satisfaction of tourists/locals. The bidder shall have to ensure that there isn’t 
any complaint of misbehavior with the visitors/locals or by any of the staff member employed by the bidder in this regard. In case any complaint is 
received, action as warranted under rules shall be initiated against the bidder and necessary penalty will be imposed.
30. In case of any negligence in running the service or compliant pertaining to bad performance, the contract shall be terminated without any notice 
by the department.
31.  The allotted premises shall be inspected periodically by the departmentally authorized officers and in case the services of the licensee are not 
found satisfactory, the contract shall be liable for cancellation without any notice.
32. Any damage caused to the Government property at the site will invite penalty amounting to double the cost of damage or replacement of the 
same whatever the case may be, as per assessment to be made by the Engineering Wing of the Tourism Department.
33.  The applicants/ tendered should not be working in any Government Department or a Public Sector undertaking. 
34. The Department shall reserve the right for using the space for any purpose or function or event, as it may deem fit and no fee shall be charged by 
the licensee in this regard.
35.The successful bidder will have to abide by all the orders/communications issued by Department from time to time during the period of contract as 
may necessitate in light of public law and order, security and in case of any other Administrative requirements.
36. The Successful bidder shall have to ensure liaison with the duty staff of Tourism Deptt. working at the site if any for the matters pertaining to the 
services in the allotted asset.
37. The successful bidder shall ensure arrangement of furniture, electricity back up and availability of standard crockery/cutlery in the unit, on his own.
•	 The	offer	should	be	unconditional.	The	conditional	offers	will	be	rejected		out	rightly.
•	 During	the	contract	period	the	maintenance	of	the	asset/area,	watch	and	ward	as	well	as	upkeep	and	daily	cleaning/sweeping	shall	
be the sole responsibility of the successful bidder. In case of any default/complaint, the licensor shall be at liberty to take appropriate measures 
including engagement of another agency for operating the asset at the risk and cost of the licensee
•	 That	 in	case	any	dispute	arises	between	the	executants	the	same	will	be	 referred	to	the	Arbitrator.	The	Administrative	Secretary	
Tourism shall be the Arbitrator and his decision shall be final and binding on both the parties.
•	 If	any	minor	repairs	of	the	Departmental	assets	such	as	electrification,	sanitary	maintenance	etc	are	to	be	done,	these	will	be	carried	
out by the licensee at his own cost however, after seeking permission from the competent authority as per the direction of the inspecting authority 
from time to time which will help in maintenance of the asset.
•	 The	licensor	shall	be	within	its	right	to	cancel	the	contract	at	any	time	subject	to	giving	one	month’s	advance	notice	to	the	licensee	
conveying intention to take over the premises and in such eventuality the licensee shall be entitled for refund of the licensee fee of the remaining 
period for which he has deposited with the licensor and incase the licensee has not deposited the license fee for the period then no refund shall be 
made to him.
•	 No	extensions	shall	be	granted.	The	asset	shall	be	outsourced	afresh	at	the	end	of	the	license	term.

No:GDA/F-43/2022-23
DIPK-NB-4117/23   Dated:-       08-11/2023

Sd/-
        Chief Executive Officer 
                       Gulmarg Development 

Authority.

GOVERNMENT OF JAMMU AND KASHMIR 

Office Of The Chief Executive Officer,
Tourism Development Authority Gulmarg,

Email-Gulmarggda@gmail.com                                             Tel-01954294416

From KO Archives

US Hostage's Wife 
Wants Write-Ups Back

S
rinagar- The wife of an American hostage 
missing in Kashmir for more than five years 
has issued an emotional appeal for the return 
of draft articles he wrote for foreign journals.

"If I never see my husband again, at least to have 
something he wrote would be of comfort to me Jane 
Schelly said in a letter sent to media offices in the 
Kashmir summer capital.

Schelly is the wife of Donald Hutchings, who 
was abducted along with five other foreigners in 
Kashmir in July 1995.

One of the hostages escaped, one was beheaded 
and the other four—included Hutchings remain 
missing, presumed dead.

Schelly said Hutchings used to write for some 
journals, and the rough articles were with him 
when he was kidnapped.

"Some of the pages of that written material 
might exist somewhere, left in some hut or home, 
passed to the side and forgotten, she said, appealing 
to anyone who might have found the papers to send 
them to her.

Hutchings would have been 48 on November 12, 
and Schelly said the return of his writings would 
comprise the perfect birthday gift.

"I have done my utmost to find out what has 
happened to him... There is no conclusive answer," 
she wrote. If 1 have no closure to this sad situation 
...only the assumption that my husband and three 
westerners were most likely killed. (AFP)

(Kashmir Observer, November 10, 2000)

Div Com Visits Jinab Sahab Soura; Inspects 
Shrine, Mosque Dev Requirements
Listens To Public Issues, Demands; Assures Timely Redressal

Observer News Service

Srinagar: The Divisional Com-
missioner (Div Com) Kashmir, 
Vijay Kumar Bidhuri Thursday 
conducted an exclusive visit of 
Jinab Sahab Anchar Soura to in-
spect the developmental require-
ments of the Mosque, Shrine and 
the area, besides to take first hand 
appraisal of the issues confronted 
by the locals.

He was accompanied by 
Deputy Commissioner Srinagar, 
Mohammad Aijaz Asad; Commis-
sioner SMC/ CEO SSCL Athar 
Amir; SE PWD; officers of Dis-
trict Administration and Rev-
enue Department.

While responding to the de-
mand of the Shrine and Masjid 
Committee regarding reconstruc-
tion of the mosque, Div Com 
maintained that the mosque 
holds heritage importance so the 
structure needs to be preserved.

He said that an amount of 1.75 
cr approved for the Mosque shall 
be used for facade development 
and renovation works.

He stated that the Divisional 
Administration will work out 
with the Waqf Board on the pro-
posal for the construction of a 
new mosque in the adjoining 
premises of the Shrine.

Meanwhile, Div Com directed 
SMC to renovate the entire Wazu 

Khana and refurbish the struc-
ture with new window panes, tile 
work and other facilities.

The senior citizens and local 
representatives requested Div 
Com for the development of a 
playground on a modern pattern 
with high mast and flood lights so 
the youth may engage in sports 
activities and night games.

While assuring the locals, 
Div Com directed concerned to 
develop the playground with all 

the facilities besides instructed 
concerned to develop a walking 
path around the circumference of 
ground with complete fencing.

Div Com also assured youth 
that sports kits shall be provided 
to them by the district adminis-
tration to channelize their energy 
and potential for building a ca-
reer in sports.

Locals of the area also brought 
the issues of road connectivity, 
drainage system and dog menace 

into the notice of Divisional Com-
missioner and other officers.

On the occasion, Div Com en-
joined upon SE, PWD to complete 
the earth filling of the remaining 
segment of the road and use the 
construction demolition waste 
for the same purpose.

He also directed for explor-
ing the feasibility of construct-
ing another road as demanded 
by the locals.

Regarding dog menace in the 

area which poses threat to lives 
of children and elders, Commis-
sioner SMC, assured to address 
the issue on priority basis.

Bidhuri also inspected 
the lake-spring at the Shrine 
of Jinab Sahab Soura and di-
rected SMC and locals to con-
duct a collective cleanliness 
drive to revive it and restore its 
pristineness. He also directed 
beautification of the landscape 
around the spring.

DC Srinagar Tours 
City To Oversee Progress 
Of Major Dev Projects
Observer News Service

Srinagar: The Deputy Com-
missioner (DC), Srinagar, 
Mohammad Aijaz Asad 
Thursday undertook a visit 
to different City areas to 
oversee the progress of works 
being carried out on several 
major developmental proj-
ects including ongoing con-
struction works on Tanki-
pora Bridge and Dalgate 
Bridge. He also visited the 
Habak Hazratbal area to in-
spect the site for construction 
of a High School building and 
playground for local youth.

 The Deputy Commis-
sioner also visited Industri-
al Estate Bagh-i-Ali Mardan 
Khan to listen to the issues 
of the Unit Holders operat-
ing there.

While inspecting the 
progress of work being 
executed on Rs 7.42 crore 
projects for construction of 
second span of Tankipora 
Bridge adjacent to DC Office 
Complex, Srinagar, the Dep-
uty Commissioner was ap-
prised that about 90 percent 

work on the bridge has been 
completed so far and work 
is going on in full swing.

On the occasion, the DC 
asked the concerned execut-
ing agency to accelerate the 
pace of work by employing 
more men and machinery 
and complete the construc-
tion work on the bridge by the 
first week of December 2023.

Similarly, the Deputy 
Commissioner visited Dal-
gate area and took onsite 
inspection of the works un-
dertaken for construction 
of New Dalgate Bridge near 
Badyari Chowk being car-
ried out at an estimated cost 
of Rs 4.74 Crore.

On the occasion, the DC 
was apprised that work is go-
ing at full pace and over 60 per-
cent foundation level works 
have been completed with an 
expenditure of 2.0 Cr. He was 
also informed that widening of 
the curve on Badyari Chowk 
towards Boulevard has been 
incorporated under the proj-
ect which will ensure decon-
gestion of the traffic flow along 
Boulevard axis.

While responding to the demand of the 
Shrine and Masjid Committee regarding 

reconstruction of the mosque, Div Com maintained 
that the mosque holds heritage importance so the 
structure needs to be preserved.
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Government of Jammu & Kashmir 

DEPARTMENT OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND PANCHAYATI RAJ 
CIVIL SECRETARIAT, JAMMU/SRINAGAR

         Email ID : secyrdd11@gmail.com   |   website: jkpr.gov.in   |   Tel. No. 0191-2564763 (j), 0194-2506269 (S)

Subject:-  Verification of Character and Antecedents of the applicants who have applied for Compassionate 
appointment under SRO-43 of 1994.

NOTICE
The following candidates are hereby directed to submit their e-mail IDs and contact details in the Administration Section of the 
Department of Rural Development and Panchayati Raj, Civil Secretariat, Jammu in person or through email secyrdd11@gmail.com 
within a period of ten (10) days positively for uploading the same on the Employee Verification System (EVS) for obtaining the Character 
and Antecedents report from the (CID)Criminal Investigation Department:

S.No. Name S/Shri Parentage Address

1. Adil Nisar
S/o Late Mst Parveena Bano (Ex-Gram Savika) 
DRDA Doda

R/o H.No.12 Ward No.14 Near Agri Complex District 
Doda.

2. Gain Singh S/o Late Shanshru (Ex-Orderly) Block Chenani Village Bashat Tehsil Chenani District Udhampur
3. Sham Singh S/o Ravail Sing(Ex-Helper) Block R.S Pura Village Korotana Tehsil Suchetgarh District Jammu.
4. Gurdeep Single S/o Bupinder Singh (Ex-Helper) Block Satwari Nandpur Rakwalan Tehsil Mandal District Jammu.
5. Vikram Panjore S/o Late Mangat Ram (Ex-Helper) Block Khour Village Bandeal Tehsil Jourain District Jammu.
6. Inam Ahmad S/o Nazir Hussain (Ex-Helper) Block Thanamandi Hasplote Chrungh Tehsi Thanamandi District Rajouri.
7. Vikram Singh S/o Late Sukhdev Raj (Ex-Helper) Block R.S Pura Gharan Tehsil Suchetgarh District Jammu.

No.RDD-Estt0NG/50/2020-12(E-6983). (Bishan Dass) 
Dated: 09-11-2023.  Undersecretary to the Government

DIPK-11900-23
DT: 09/11/2023

Yemen Shoots Down 
Advanced US Drone 
'Spying for Israel'

US Carries Out New Airstrikes At 
'Iran-Linked Weapons Site' In Syria

India Files Appeal Against Death 
Sentence Awarded To 8 Former 
Navy Personnel In Qatar

Israel-Hamas Conflict: India Calls 
For 'Immediate And Unconditional' 
Release Of Hostages

Lok Sabha Ethics Committee 
Recommends Expulsion Of Mahua 
Moitra In 'Cash-For-Query' Matter

Israel Urgently Seeks To Hire 
Hundreds Of Thousands Of 
Construction Workers From 
Abroad, Including India

Agenceis

WASHINGTON: The United 
States, for the second time 
in recent weeks, carried out 
strikes on Wednesday against 
a weapon storage facility in 
eastern Syria that the Penta-
gon said was used by Iran's 
Islamic Revolutionary Guard 
Corps (IRGC) and affiliated 
groups.

As tensions soar over the 
Israel-Hamas conflict, US and 
coalition troops have been at-
tacked at least 40 times in Iraq 
and Syria by Iran-backed forc-
es since the start of October.

Forty-five US troops have 
suffered traumatic brain inju-
ries or minor wounds.

In a statement, US Defence 

Secretary Lloyd Austin said 
the strikes were conducted 
by two US F-15 fighters and 
were in response to the recent 
attacks against US forces. Aus-
tin said the attacks against US 
troops must stop.

"If attacks by Iran's proxies 
against US forces continue, 
we will not hesitate to take 
further necessary measures 
to protect our people," Austin 
added.

A senior US military official, 
speaking on condition of ano-
nymity, said the military had 
watched the location in Deir 
al Zor province for some time 
and was confident there were 
no civilian casualties.

The official said the military 
had tracked a "couple" of peo-

ple near the facility overnight, 
though they were not believed 
to be civilians and an analysis 
was ongoing to see if anyone 
was killed.

The United States has occa-
sionally carried out retaliatory 
strikes against Iranian-backed 
forces in the region after they 
attack American forces.

On October 26, US forces at-
tacked two facilities used by 
the IRGC and groups its backs.

The United States has 900 
troops in Syria, and 2,500 
more in neighbouring Iraq, on 
a mission to advise and assist 
local forces trying to prevent 
a resurgence of Islamic State, 
which in 2014 seized large 
swathes of both countries but 
was later defeated.

Agenceis

As tensions continue to run 
high in the volatile Middle 

Eastern Region, some defense 
officials have informed the 
media that the Houthi mili-
tant group, backed by Iran, 
shot down a US MQ-9 Reaper 
Drone off the coast of Yemen.

The US defense official told 
the media that the MQ-9 
Reaper drone was shot down 
by the militants while it was 
flying over international wa-
ters and in international air-
space. Yemen is bounded to 
the south by the Gulf of Aden 
and to the west by the Red Sea.

The shootout of the MQ-9 
Reaper Drone has since been 
acknowledged by a Houthi 
spokesperson who claimed 
that the drone was flying in 
Yemeni airspace when it was 
shot down. The US Central 
Command is reportedly inves-
tigating the incident, which 
may have cost a $32 million 
loss to the United States.

The Houthi group is yet to 
share more details about how 
the drone was shot down, but 
a video has been published 
that shows the moment the 
Reaper was shot down by an 
air defense system belonging 
to the Houthis.

There has been no word 
from either side about the sta-
tus of the drone at the time of 
writing this report. EurAsian 
Times could not independent-
ly verify whether the drone 
suffered some damage or was 
totally destroyed in the attack.

Notably, the shootout of 
the MQ-9 Reaper considered 
a prized possession of the US 
military, comes at a time when 
the US has expanded its pres-
ence in the Middle East. The 
US transferred military assets, 
including aircraft carriers, Ma-
rines, and support ships, to 
the Middle East and deployed 
troops on board military ships 
in the Red Sea, which sepa-
rates Israel and Yemen.

The United States maintains 
that its military expansion in 
the region has been aimed at 
preventing a region-wide esca-
lation, with Iran and its proxies 
warning of attacks if Israel did 
not stop bombing Gaza.

However, with regional 
militant groups accusing the 
US of supplying the IDF and 
encouraging the carnage, the 
attacks against US forces in 
the Middle East have also re-
corded a dramatic rise. In the 
last three weeks, there have 
been more than forty distinct 
strikes on American military 
facilities in Syria and Iraq, ac-
cording to the Pentagon.

The shootdown of the Reap-
er comes three weeks after 
the USS Carney, a warship 
of the US Navy, successfully 
intercepted several missiles 
and drone strikes fired by the 
Houthis during their north-
ward journey over the Red Sea. 
Over nine hours, the ship re-
portedly shot down four cruise 
missiles and fifteen drones. At 
the time, military analysts not-
ed that their trajectory indi-
cated that the projectiles were 
aimed towards Israel.

As of now, it remains un-
clear whether the MQ-9 Reap-
er was armed as the drone can 
carry a variety of armaments, 
including missiles and laser-
guided bombs.

Air Force Brig. Gen. Pat 
Ryder, the Pentagon’s top 
spokesman, recently said, “We 
know that the Houthis have 
the ability, by the missiles, 
that they’re employing to 
range targets in Israel.” There 
is currently no information 
about which missile was used 
by the Houthis to bring the 
Reaper down into the Red Sea.

Press Trust of India

NEW DELHI: An appeal has 
been filed against the death 
sentence handed down to eight 
former Indian Navy personnel 
by a Qatari court last month, 
the Ministry of External Affairs 
(MEA) said on Thursday.

MEA spokesperson Arindam 
Bagchi said the Indian embassy 
in Doha received another con-
sular access to the detained In-
dians on Tuesday and that New 
Delhi will continue to extend 
all legal and consular support 
to them.

The eight former Indian Navy 
personnel were on October 26 
given death sentence by Qa-
tar’s Court of First Instance. 
India described the ruling as 
“deeply” shocking and vowed 
to explore all legal options in 
the case.

“An appeal has already been 
filed in the case,” Bagchi said at 

his weekly media briefing.
The Indian nationals, who 

worked with private company 
Al Dahra, were arrested in Au-
gust last year reportedly in an 
alleged case of espionage.

Neither the Qatari authori-
ties nor New Delhi made the 
charges against the Indian na-
tionals public.

In its reaction to the ruling by 
the Qatari court, the Ministry 
of External Affairs (MEA) last 
month said it is attaching “high 
importance” to this case and is 
exploring all legal options.

The charges were filed 
against the eight Indian navy 
veterans on March 25 and they 
were tried under Qatari law.

All of the former Navy offi-
cers had “unblemished stints” 
of up to 20 years in the Indian 
Navy and had held important 
positions, including that of in-
structors in the force, former 
military officials had said.

Press Trust of India

NEW DELHI: As the Israel-
Hamas conflict continues, India 
on Thursday urged both the 
sides to eschew violence, de-
escalate the situation and create 
conditions for an early resump-
tion of direct peace negotiations 
towards a two-state solution to 
the Palestine issue.

Without naming Hamas, India 
also called for "immediate and 
unconditional" release of hos-
tages.

Israel has been carrying out 
a massive military offensive 
in Gaza following the unprec-
edented and multi-pronged at-
tacks on Israeli cities by Hamas 
militants on October 7.

Hamas killed around 1,400 
people in Israel and kidnapped 
more than 220. Around 10,500 
people have been killed in Gaza 
in the Israeli offensive, according 
to the Hamas-run authorities in 
Gaza.

At his weekly media briefing, 
Spokesperson in the Ministry of 
External Affairs (MEA) Arindam 
Bagchi said India has made its 
position clear on the Hamas-
Israel conflict on multiple occa-
sions including during the UN 
General Assembly debate on 
October 27.

"We have strongly condemned 
the horrific attack on Israel, urged 
the need for zero tolerance for 
terrorism and called for immedi-
ate and unconditional release of 
hostages," he said.

"We have also conveyed our 
deep concern at the humanitari-
an crisis in Gaza and the increas-
ing civilian toll and welcomed 
efforts to de-escalate the situa-
tion and provide humanitarian 
assistance," he said.

Bagchi said India has also sent 
38 tonnes of humanitarian relief 
material and emphasised the 
need for strict "observance of in-
ternational humanitarian law." 
The relief materials were sent to 
the people of Gaza.

"We have also urged the par-
ties to de-escalate, eschew vio-
lence and work towards creating 
conditions for an early resump-
tion of direct peace negotiations 
towards a two state solution. 
That captures all aspects of how 
we look at the very difficult situ-
ation there," he said.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
held phone conversations with 
Israeli PM Benjamin Netanyahu 
and President of Palestinian Au-
thority Mahmoud Abbas follow-
ing escalation of the conflict.

Asked about reports that the 
Israeli construction industry is 
looking at recruiting 100,000 
Indian workers to replace the 
90,000 Palestinians, he was not 
aware of any such requests from 
Tel Aviv.

"I am not sure of any specific 
conversations or requests. I saw 
some reports of 100,000 work-
ers replacing other workers 
there. I have not heard any of 
those things. (I am) not aware of 
any specific figure or request," 
Bagchi said.

In a larger context, he said In-
dia has been working towards 
giving its citizens access to the 
"global work place".

"In this regard, we have been 
in discussion on trying to get 
into mobility agreements with 
a number of countries. Such 
frameworks and agreements en-
sure that our people are treated 
fairly, their rights are protected 
and they are not discriminated 
against," Bagchi said.

Press Trust of India

NEW DELHI: The Lok Sabha 
Ethics Committee on Thursday 
recommended the expulsion 
of TMC MP Mahua Moitra from 
the House in the "cash-for-que-
ry" matter, sources said.

This is perhaps the first time 
the Ethics Committee of the 
Lok Sabha has recommended 
the expulsion of an MP, a re-
tired Lok Sabha Secretariat of-
ficial said.

The committee, headed by BJP 
MP Vinod Kumar Sonkar, met 
here and adopted its report rec-
ommending Moitra's expulsion.

After the meeting, Sonkar 
told reporters that six mem-
bers of the panel supported 
adoption of the report and four 
opposed it.

Four opposition members 
said the panel's recommenda-
tion was "prejudiced" and "in-
correct". According to sources, 
Preneet Kaur, a Congress MP, is 
believed to have voted in sup-
port of the report.

Sources said the panel rec-
ommended Moitra's expulsion 
from the Lok Sabha.

Former secretary general of 
the Lok Sabha P D T Achary said 
this is perhaps the first time 
the Lok Sabha Ethics Commit-
tee has recommendation the 
expulsion of an MP.

In 2005, 11 MPs were ex-
pelled from Parliament in an-
other "cash-for-query" case but 
those expulsions were recom-
mended by the Rajya Sabha 
Ethics Committee and a Lok 
Sabha Inquiry Committee.

Achary said the Lok Sabha 
Ethics Committee report will 
now be sent to Lok Sabha 
Speaker Om Birla. The speaker 
may order that it be published, 
he said.

During the next session of 
Parliament, the committee 
chairman will table the report 
in the House and thereafter 
there will be a debate on it, fol-
lowed by a vote on a govern-
ment motion for the member's 
expulsion, Achary said.

The committee had earlier 
heard Moitra, BJP MP Nishikant 
Dubey, who filed the complaint 
against her, and advocate Jai 
Anant Dehadrai.

Based on information shared 
by Dehadrai, the BJP MP ac-
cused Moitra of asking ques-
tions in the Lok Sabha to target 
the Adani Group and Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi at the 
behest of businessman Dar-
shan Hiranandani in exchange 
for gifts. Moitra has denied the 
charge of receiving any pecuni-
ary benefit.

Press Trust of India

JERUSALEM: Israel "urgently" 
needs hundreds of thousands 
of workers to continue with 
construction projects and the 
contractors have made a strong 
plea to the government to 
bring in labourers from abroad, 
including from India, to meet 
their needs.

"We urgently need more 
workers. In any case, the gov-
ernment is the one who will 
decide where the missing 
workers will come from", a 

spokesman of the Israeli Con-
tractors Association told PTI.

Informed sources told PTI 
that the bulk of this gap could 
be fulfilled by bringing in 
workers from India.

"Israel's Minister of Econ-
omy, Nir Barkat, during his 
trip to India in April this year 
had spoken to officials and his 
counterpart in New Delhi about 
hiring Indians in various sec-

tors, including in the construc-
tion sector", a source here said.

"The discussions revolved 
around bringing in almost like 
160,000 people", the source 
said.

The Israeli construction in-
dustry employs foreign workers 
in specific fields where there is 
a lack of Israeli workers.

The largest group of about 
80,000 workers in the con-
struction industry come from 
the Palestinian Authority. An-
other group of about 7,000 
come from China and some 

6,000 from Eastern Europe.
The ongoing war with Hamas 

militants in Gaza has also cre-
ated a shortage of workers.

There are about 20,000 Indi-
ans working in Israel, mostly as 
caregivers. Most of them decid-
ed to stay back in Israel and did 
not leave the country during 
the war because "they felt quite 
secure" and "also because the 
salaries are quite attractive".

SC Asks All HCs To 
Register Suo Moto 
Cases To Monitor Cases 
Against MPs/MLAs

Agenceis

The Supreme Court on 
Thursday, 9 November, di-

rected the Chief Justices of all 
High Courts across the country 
to register suo moto cases to 
monitor expeditious disposal 
of criminal cases pending 
against MPs and MLAs.

A bench headed by CJI D.Y. 
Chandrachud said that it will be 
difficult to issue uniform guide-
lines for speedy disposal of cas-
es pending against legislators.

The top court said that the 
special bench to be formed 
in every High Court will issue 
continuing directions to curb 

criminalisation of politics and 
may seek assistance of Advo-
cate General and other officers 
of the state government.

The Supreme Court said that 
the High Court may also call 
for status reports on the issue 
from all District and Session 
Courts under their jurisdiction.

On September 11, the top 
court had reserved its judg-
ment clarifying that the issue 
pertaining to the validity of 
Section 8 of the Representation 
of Peoples Act which restricts 
the period of disqualification 
from contesting elections to 
six years will be examined 
separately.
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Border Residents Hold 
Anti-Pak Protests Over 
‘Unprovoked’ Firing

Union Minister Awards NABH 
Accreditation To J&Ks’ 5 Ayush H&WCs

DGP Reviews Progress 
Of CCTNS Project
241 Police Stations Of The UT Have Been Covered Under CCTNS

Observer News Service

JAMMU: The Director Gen-
eral of Police J&K R R Swain on 
Thursday chaired 29th CCTNS 
Empowered Committee to re-
view the progress of Crime and 
Criminal Tracking Network and 
Systems (CCTNS) project here 
at Police Headquarters.

During the meeting, the 
DGP J&K was apprised that all 
the 241 Police Stations of the 
UT have been covered under 
CCTNS and two way integra-
tion of CCTNS with other pil-
lars of ICJS i.e. e-FSL, e-Prison, 
e-Prosecution (partial) and e-
Courts has been completed, a 
police spokesperson said.

He said that the chair was 
informed that overall perfor-
mance on CCTNS Pragati Dash-
board has increased from 75% 
to 81% during the current year. 
Further, he said, the chair was 
appraised that hardware was 

issued to 80 new higher offices 
and 10 Anti-Corruption Bureau 
sites.

“It was also informed that 
98.4% digitisation of data since 
1990 has been completed,” the 
spokesperson added.

During the meeting, he said, 
discussion was held on a num-
ber of issues.

He further said that the DGP 
accorded sanction of funds for 
re-establishment of CCTNs lab 
at the office of SDPO Tangmarg 
and for ASP Pulwama and DySP 
(PC) Kakapora in district Pul-
wama.

“The DGP also approved in-
clusion of CCTNS in BRTC of 
Non-Gazetted officers, Gazett-
ed officers and for MHC course. 
He said that all the Training 
Centres need to be augmented 
for CCTNS Training and well 
qualified NGOs be provided 
for Training of Trainers,” the 
spokesperson said.

Press Trust Of India

ARNIA: People at the border 
areas here on Thursday held 
protests against Pakistan over 
its firing and shelling along 
the International Border (IB) in 
Samba district that killed one 
BSF jawan.

Led by Sarpanch Balbir Kour, 
scores of people of Treva vil-
lage along the IB held anti-
Pakistan protests and demand-
ed action.

The firing on Thursday tar-
geting Border Outposts in 
Ramgarh sector of Jammu and 
Kashmir's Samba district is the 
third ceasefire violation in 24 
days by Pakistan Rangers along 
the IB in the Jammu frontier.

Treva had also received 
cross-border shelling on Octo-
ber 28.

Speaking to reporters, Sar-
panch Balbir Kaur said that 
every person living along the 
border is sad due to the BSF 
head constable’s death. "We 
want to pay tributes to the 
jawan martyred in firing by 
Pakistan Rangers. We stand 
with the family in this grave 

hour," she said.
"We stand with the BSF 

and the Army. We will not be 
cowed down,” Kour added.

Pointing out that it was the 
time of paddy harvesting, Kour 

said that farmers would be 
afraid of working in the fields 
given the incidents of cross-
border firing. She also urged 
the prime minister to make 
permanent arrangements to 
ensure their safety.

BSF Head Constable Lal Fam 
Kima suffered injuries at Na-
rayanapur BoP in Samba dis-
trict due to firing by Pakistan 

Rangers and later succumbed 
to his injuries. The 50-year-old 
Kima was a resident of Aizawl 
in Mizoram.

On October 28, Pakistan 
Rangers indulged in heavy fir-

ing and shelling for around sev-
en hours, resulting in injuries to 
two BSF jawans and a woman.

On October 17, two BSF per-
sonnel had been injured in un-
provoked firing by the rangers 
in the Arnia sector.

It is the sixth overall viola-
tion since the two sides signed 
a ceasefire agreement on Feb-
ruary 25, 2021.

Observer News Service

NEW DELHI: Acknowledging 
the testament of excellence in 
providing best Ayush health-
care services to common mass-
es through network of Health & 
Wellness Centres in J&K, Union 
Minister for Ayush, Shipping 
and Waterways, Sarbananda 
Sonowal, in presence of Union 
Minister of State, Ministry for 
Ayush and Ministry for Wom-
an and Child Development, 
awarded NABH accredita-
tion certificates to five Ayush 
H&WCs functioning in Jammu 
and Udhampur districts.

Director Ayush, J&K, Dr Mo-
han Singh, received the cer-
tificates during a program or-
ganized by the Union Ministry 
of Ayush, to celebrate National 
Ayurveda Day 2023 at Panch-
kula Chandigarh.

Ayush Health & Wellness 
Centres Sunjawan, Khandwal, 
Phallian, Jammu, Dalpad and Jib 

Udhampur have been awarded 
NABH accreditation for provid-
ing quality Ayush healthcare 
services, exemplary facilities 
with regard to distribution of 
Ayush medicines, Yoga ses-
sions  including both wellness 
and therapeutic yoga, quality 
of care, optimum utilization of 
human sources, control of com-
municable and prevention of 
non-communicable diseases, 
School Health checkups, IEC 
activities, Community health 
programs and related services.

Union Minister for Ayush, in 
his address, congratulated the 
Health Department of Jammu & 
Kashmir, for providing best Ayush 
healthcare facilities for the people 
of J&K.  He emphasized for bring-
ing Ayurveda as a first choice 
of treatment for the people. He 
informed that Ayush systems of 
Medicine have through their effi-
cacious and patient friendly treat-
ment protocols found acceptance 
throughout the world.
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W
ITH temperatures drop-
ping, Kashmiris have 
geared up for yet another 
spell of cold. As we pre-

pare to enter a full blown season of 
low temperatures, we are stocking 
up everything especially gadgets and 
electronics to keep oneself warm. 

Many of these heating gadgets are not 
energy efficient and often create a lot 
of pressure on the power department 
as well.

Therefore, it is important for us 
to use energy efficient alternatives. 
Additionally, we must also check 
reckless use of these appliances. For 

instance, we must regulate the num-
ber of geysers we use. Perhaps, we 
can only use one and ensure that we 
switch it off well in time.

We can also be careful about the 
use of electric blankets and switch 
them off before going to bed. This will 
not only save electricity but is also a 

safe use of such appliances.
These are just some common uses 

that can be regulated ethically. We 
must keep our eyes open and ensure 
a judicious use of all such resources.

Jawad Muhammad
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Resurrection of 
caste politics

W
ith the Bihar Assembly approving bills to 

increase caste-based reservations in edu-

cational institutions and government jobs 

from 50% to 65%, caste politics in the coun-

try has started with a bang. This follows the caste census 

released by the Bihar government last month. 

The 50% to 65% reservation which goes well past 

the Supreme Court cap can be a political game changer 

for the Bihar government and will also have a direct 

impact on the national elections next year. Beyond its 

political dimension, the move aims to provide a more 

equitable representation for various marginalized com-

munities. One of the primary highlights of these bills 

is the doubling of the reservation quota for Scheduled 

Tribes from one percent to two percent. Similarly, the 

Scheduled Castes will see their reservation quota in-

crease from 16% to 20%, offering a more substantial 

platform for their advancement. The Extremely Back-

ward Classes, who have long been underrepresented in 

educational and employment sectors, will now enjoy 

a reservation of 25%, up from the previous 18%.  The 

Other Backward Classes, constituting a significant 

proportion of Bihar's population, will also benefit from 

an increased quota of 15%, up from the previous 12%. 

This is certain to make a redeeming difference to the 

representation of the marginalized communities in the 

government. And in the process, it will transform the 

state’s political map and, in turn, it also threatens to 

alter the political map of the country.. 

With the Bihar government setting the precedent by 

first releasing the caste census and now offering reser-

vations, the UP is unlikely to remain unaffected. Much 

like a polarizing, religion-based politics, the pull of the 

caste can be irresistible. More so, in a society rife with 

a deep caste-based injustice and the consequent resent-

ment and grievance. The demand for the caste census 

by the parties in the INDIA Alliance is bringing the old 

Mandal politics back to the foreground. And this time, 

Congress is at the forefront championing the cause of 

social justice. It remains to be seen whether the states 

ruled by the Congress and the other opposition parties 

will follow suit. While reservations for the weaker sec-

tions of the society are good, the temptation to use this 

for politics should be restrained. Reservations should 

serve the purpose they were essentially envisaged for 

in the first place: the social upliftment of the commu-

nities who have suffered discrimination and injustice 

over centuries. 

O T H E R  O P I N O N

The Economics 
of Happiness

Dr. Pabitra Kumar Jena and M. Nayyar Azam

I
N March, the government informed the Rajya Sabha 
that it would become a 5 trillion dollar economy even 
before the IMF’s estimate of 2026-27. How does this num-
ber trickle down to the citizens here? Does economic 

growth and happiness have any correlation?
There’s a need to look into the intersection of economy 

and happiness to allow for a growth that is citizen focused, 
sustainable and effective.

Happiness is an inherent human desire, and economists have 
been concentrating a lot of their research on this topic. A sub-field 
of economics termed “the economics of happiness” deals with the 
correlation between happiness and economic growth.

What Does Happiness Mean Economically?

Although it can be challenging to define happiness, econ-
omists have made an effort to measure it using a variety of 
indicators, including happiness indices, subjective well-be-
ing, and life satisfaction. These measures, which are aimed 
at capturing people’s opinions of their own well-being, can 
be influenced by a variety of factors, such as personal val-
ues, wealth, health, and social relationships.

When we discuss the economics of happiness, we funda-
mentally want to know how variables like income and em-
ployment affect people’s happiness and sense of fulfilment in 
life. Happiness measurement is a complex task, though. It is 
a complicated, multifaceted idea that is susceptible to a wide 
range of internal and external variables.

Surveys and questionnaires that allow participants to 
rate their own level of life satisfaction or subjective well-
being are methods economists have used to measure happi-
ness. In these surveys, individuals are frequently asked how 
happy they are with their jobs, relationships, health, and 
other aspects of their lives. The average level of life satisfac-
tion or well-being for a population can be calculated by add-
ing together these responses.

The use of happiness indices, which are composite mea-
surements that account for a variety of different variables 
thought to influence happiness, such as wealth, health, edu-
cation, and social ties, is an additional strategy. The World 
Happiness Report, which evaluates nations based on a vari-
ety of characteristics including money, social support, free-
dom, and charity, is an illustration of a happiness index. It’s 
important to keep in mind that these measurements do have 
some constraints, despite the fact that they can be insightful 
into how societal and economic issues affect happiness. For 
instance, a variety of biases and cognitive heuristics, such 
as the propensity to place more emphasis on negative than 
positive experiences, can have an impact on how people per-
ceive their own well-being. 
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 in on Gaza

Jeremy Corbyn

M
y last visit to Al-Shati refugee 
camp was early 2013. Located on 
the Mediterranean coast in the 
north of Gaza, Al-Shati was other-

wise known as “Beach Camp”. Vendors sold 
fruit under multi-coloured parasols. Cats 
slept in the middle of narrow alleys. Children 
jostled over skipping rope in the shade.

Beach Camp was established in 1948 
after 750,000 Palestinians were forcibly dis-
placed in the Nakba. Initially, the camp ac-
commodated around 23,000 refugees. In the 
following seven decades, that number grew 
to 90,000, cramped inside 0.5 square kilome-
tres (0.2 square miles) of land – 70 times more 
populated than London’s city centre.

People in Gaza have been living under a 
blockade for the past 16 years and the Israeli 
occupation controls most of what goes in and 
out of Gaza. Beach Camp was no different – 
and people there largely relied on aid and 
services from the United Nations Relief and 
Works Agency (UNRWA) to survive, includ-
ing a health centre, a food distribution cen-
tre and several school buildings.

Beach Camp Primary School was beauti-
fully maintained. I was allowed up onto the 
roof, where I could see the fence with Israel 
on one side. Out to sea were several Israeli 
patrol boats keeping Palestinian fishermen 
from sailing more than six nautical miles out.

The school was run by inspiring and 
hard-working teachers, whose philosophy 
was to create a calm atmosphere for dis-
covery, music, theatre and art. Some of the 
students showed me their work. Many were 
drawings of planes, fences and bombs. But 
there were other drawings too: of their par-
ents, their brothers, their sisters and their 
friends. All of the children, obviously, had 
underlying trauma, but they also had a de-
sire to learn, share and play.

On October 9, two days after the deplor-
able attack by Hamas in southern Israel, 
there were reports of an Israeli air strike 
on Beach Camp. This wasn’t the first strike 
on the camp. In May 2021, at least 10 Pales-
tinians, eight of whom were children, were 
killed in an air strike. Nor was it the last. 
Beach Camp has been repeatedly targeted in 
the past three weeks.

When I hear news of bombardment in 
Gaza, I think about that school at Beach 
Camp. I don’t know if it is still there. I don’t 
know if those children and teachers are still 
alive. I don’t know.

The Israeli army has dropped 25,000 
tonnes of bombs onto a tiny strip of land, 
populated by 2.3 million people. There is no 
meaningful sense whatsoever that they are 
trying to avoid civilian deaths. More than 
9,900 people in Gaza have been killed, includ-
ing more than 4,800 children.

Survivors still under siege are running 
out of the basic means of survival: water, 
fuel, food and medical supplies. Doctors are 
performing surgery without anaesthesia. 
Mothers are watching their babies fight for 
survival in incubators running out of elec-
tricity. People are being forced to drink sea-
water. More than 1 million people have been 
displaced from their homes.

The attack by Hamas, which killed 1,400 
Israelis and took 200 hostages, was utterly ap-
palling and must be condemned. The victims 
and hostages are young people who wanted 
to listen to music. They are nieces and neph-
ews. They are jewellery designers. They are 
factory workers. They are peace campaign-
ers. The pain and anguish that their families 
feel will last forever.

 This cannot justify the indiscriminate 
bombing and starvation of the Palestin-
ian people, who are being punished for a 
heinous crime they did not commit. In the 
aftermath of horror, we need voices for de-
escalation and peace. Instead, politicians 
around the world continue to give the Israeli 
government the green light to starve and 
slaughter the Palestinian people in the name 
of self-defence.

Every person in Gaza has a name and 
a face; we grieve for babies in incubators 
just as deeply as we grieve for middle-aged 

men killed crossing the road. In any case, 
we are mourning the theft of beautiful, cre-
ative lives. Artists whose paintings we will 
never see. Singers whose songs we will nev-
er sing. Authors whose books we will never 
read. Chefs whose kunafa we will never eat. 
Teachers whose lessons we will never learn.

For as long as I can remember, Gaza has 
been reduced on our TV screens to a site 

of debris and despair, but underneath the 
rubble are the quiet, unremarkable foun-
dations of our shared humanity. Morning 
coffee rounds, hot showers, shopping trips, 
card games and bedtime stories. Friendship, 
heartbreak, love, disappointment, boredom 
and suspense. Schools, mosques, theatres, 
universities, libraries, playgrounds and hos-
pitals. Hopes, dreams, fears, cares and joys. 
We are not just witnessing mass death. We 
are witnessing the erasure of an entire cul-
ture, an identity and a people.

The International Criminal Court de-
fines genocide according to several criteria. 
Genocide can be committed by killing, caus-
ing serious bodily or mental harm, deliber-
ately inflicting conditions of life calculated 
to bring about physical destruction, impos-
ing measures intended to prevent births, or 
by forcibly transferring children. In each 
case, there must be an intention to destroy, 
in whole or in part, a particular national, 
ethnic, racial or religious group.

On November 2, seven UN Special Rap-
porteurs said they “remain convinced that the 
Palestinian people are at grave risk of geno-
cide”. This followed the resignation of Craig 
Mokhiber, the Director of the UN’s office in 
New York, who characterised the horrors in 
Gaza as a “textbook case of genocide” aimed 
toward “the expedited destruction of the last 
remnants of indigenous life in Palestine”.

In his resignation letter, he referenced 
the “wholesale slaughter of the Palestinian 
people…based entirely upon their status as 
Arabs”, as well as the continuing seizure of 
homes in the West Bank. He highlighted the 
“explicit statements of intent by leaders in 
the Israeli government and military”.

He did not cite a specific statement, per-
haps because there are too many to fit in one 
letter. He could have been referring to Min-
ister of National Security Itamar Ben-Gvir 
who posted that “as long as Hamas does not 
release the hostages in its hands – the only 
thing that needs to enter Gaza are hundreds 
of tons of explosives from the Air Force, not 

an ounce of humanitarian aid”. Or perhaps 
he was referring to Galit Distel Atbaryan, 
an MP from Israel’s ruling Likud party, who 
called for Gaza to be “erased from the face of 
the earth”.

Genocide is a term that should be used 
carefully. There are many horrors in history 
that are hideous enough on their own terms 
without warranting that label. The term has 

a legal definition, a legal basis and legal im-
plications. That is why, when international 
experts in this field warn us about genocide, 
we should sit up and listen. And that is why 
we need an immediate ceasefire, followed by 
an urgent investigation by the International 
Criminal Court.

The ICC should not just investigate the 
crime of genocide, but every single war 
crime committed by all parties over the past 
month. The UK government has the author-
ity and responsibility to call for this inves-
tigation. So far, it has refused to call out the 
atrocities unfolding before our very eyes. 
Blackouts in Gaza may be temporary, but 
impunity is permanent and our government 
continues to give the Israeli army the cover 
it needs to commit its crimes in darkness.

We will carry on demonstrating as long 
as it takes to bring about a ceasefire. To se-
cure the release of hostages. To stop the siege 
of Gaza. And to end the occupation. We make 
these demands because we know what is at 
stake: the curiosity, creativity and kindness 
of the Palestinian people.

I remember, on our way home from the 
school, we passed a food-growing project. 
The project had purchased 50 hectares of a 
former Israeli settlement. All the buildings 
had been destroyed by those who had since 
departed – and Palestinians had turned the 
debris into a cooperative farm. Soon, I was 
told, olives and fruits would grow.

I will never give up hope that these ol-
ives and fruits will grow. The people of Gaza 
have lent me their joy, empathy and human-
ity. One day, I hope I can give it back to them 
– in a free and independent Palestine.

Views expressed in the article are the 

author's own and do not necessarily represent 

the editorial stance of Kashmir Observer

The article was originally published 

by Al Jazeera 

The author is a Member of 

UK Parliament for Islington North .

In any case, we are mourning the theft of 
beautiful, creative lives. Artists whose paintings we will 

never see. Singers whose songs we will never sing. Authors 
whose books we will never read. Chefs whose kunafa we will 
never eat. Teachers whose lessons we will never learn
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GARMENTS OF LOVE
Understanding the Psychological Depth of the Ayat, 

“They are your garments, and you are their garments.”

Wasim Kakroo

T
he Quran, as the holy scripture of Islam, 
is replete with profound wisdom and 
guidance that addresses not only mat-

ters of faith and spirituality but also various 
aspects of human life, including relation-
ships between individuals. One such verse 
that offers profound psychological insights 
into the dynamics of intimate relationships 
is found in Surah Al-Baqarah (Chapter 2), 
Ayat 187: "They are your garments, and you 
are their garments." In this article, I will be 
discussing the psychological implications of 
this ayat and how it can enrich our under-
standing of marital relationships and the 
human psyche.

The Ayat in Context

Before delving into the psychological 
interpretation of this ayat, it's essential to 
understand the verse in its broader context. 
Surah Al-Baqarah, Ayat 187, is part of a pas-
sage that addresses the regulations of fast-
ing during the month of Ramadan. The ayat, 
"They are your garments, and you are their 
garments," is presented within the frame-
work of guidelines for marital intimacy and 
relationships during the blessed month of 
Ramadan. While the immediate context 
relates to permissible and prohibited times 
of sexual intimacy during fasting hours, the 
profound implications of this ayat extend to 
the broader spectrum of marital relation-
ships and the human psyche.

Psychological Interpretation

1. Mutual Protection and Comfort

"They are your garments, and you are 
their garments" vividly conveys the concept 
of mutual protection and comfort within 
marital relationships. Just as garments 
shield us from external elements, spouses 
play an indispensable role in offering emo-
tional and psychological protection to one 
another. In the often turbulent journey of 
life, the need for solace, support, and a safe 
haven is paramount. This ayat underscores 
the fundamental human requirement of 
emotional security, where spouses become 
the guardians of each other's well-being. 
Psychologically, it reaffirms the notion that 
in a loving partnership, individuals can find 
respite and refuge, ultimately enhancing 
their psychological health and resilience. 
This mutual protection and comfort lay the 
foundation for a nurturing and enduring 
marital bond, where both partners provide 
a haven for each other's emotional needs.

2. Intimacy and Vulnerability

The verse encapsulates the profound 
significance of intimacy and vulnerability 
within a marital relationship. Just as gar-
ments serve to protect and cover our physi-
cal selves, in marriage, this ayat emphasizes 
the importance of revealing our true selves, 
including our vulnerabilities and insecuri-
ties, to our spouses without the fear of judg-
ment.

Intimacy, in the context of this verse, goes 
beyond the physical; it pertains to the emo-
tional and psychological closeness between 
spouses. It involves sharing one's deepest 
thoughts, fears, dreams, and insecurities. 
By doing so, individuals in a healthy marital 
relationship create a space where trust and 
connection can flourish.

Vulnerability is a key component of in-
timacy. It requires being open and honest 
about one's weaknesses and fears. When 
spouses can be vulnerable with each other, it 
fosters a profound sense of trust. This trust, 
in turn, strengthens the emotional bond 
between them. When individuals feel safe 
enough to reveal their vulnerabilities, they 
are more likely to experience emotional in-
timacy, which deepens their connection.

In essence, the ayat highlights the impor-
tance of spouses being a source of support 
and comfort for one another. It encourages 
a climate where both partners can lower 
their emotional defenses, allowing their 
true selves to be seen and accepted. This 
openness not only enhances the marital 
relationship but also contributes to the psy-
chological well-being of both individuals, as 
it reduces the burden of hiding one's true 
self and fosters a sense of being understood 
and loved for who they are.

3. Complementarity

Just as garments come in diverse forms, 
sizes, and colors, yet share the fundamental 
purpose of providing clothing and protec-
tion, spouses in a marriage exhibit unique 
strengths, weaknesses, and personalities. It 
is in this diversity that their complementar-
ity becomes evident. 

In a healthy marriage, the differences 

between partners are not seen as obstacles 
but rather as opportunities for growth and 
harmony. One spouse's strengths may com-
pensate for the other's weaknesses, creating 
a sense of equilibrium in the relationship. 
Their distinct personalities can complement 
each other, enriching the emotional tapestry 
of the partnership.

Embracing these differences and ac-
knowledging the value they bring is crucial 
for a successful and fulfilling marriage. It en-
courages a spirit of acceptance and coopera-
tion. When partners appreciate each other's 
unique qualities, they can work together 
harmoniously, collectively addressing chal-
lenges and nurturing the relationship's 
growth.

Complementarity in marriage fosters 
a sense of completeness. Just as various 
pieces of a puzzle come together to form a 
unified picture, the diverse attributes and 
characteristics of spouses unite to create 
a whole that is greater than the sum of its 
parts. This unity can enhance the emotional 
and psychological well-being of both indi-
viduals, reinforcing the idea that together 
they are stronger, more resilient, and better 
equipped to face life's challenges.

4. Concealing Imperfections

In the context of the ayat, the analogy 
of garments concealing physical imperfec-
tions carries profound significance for the 
dynamics of marital relationships and psy-
chological well-being. Just as clothing cov-
ers and hides our physical imperfections, 
spouses serve as emotional and psychologi-
cal coverings for each other. 

In a healthy marriage, couples create a 
safe haven where they can confide in one 
another without the fear of judgment from 
the outside world. This intimate, judgment-
free space fosters trust and a deep sense of 
security. It allows individuals to share their 
emotional vulnerabilities and imperfections 
openly, knowing that their secrets and inse-
curities will be protected within the sacred 
confines of the marital relationship.

This level of trust and confidentiality is 
crucial for psychological well-being. It nur-
tures a sense of acceptance and emotional 
safety, which, in turn, promotes mental 
and emotional health. When individu-

als can express their fears, anxieties, and 
personal struggles within the sanctuary of 
their marriage, they are better equipped to 
navigate life's challenges. This emotional 
support and protection from the judgmen-
tal gaze of society contribute to a robust 
sense of self-worth and overall psychologi-
cal resilience.

5. Physical and Emotional Warmth

Garments, by nature, offer warmth and 
comfort to the body, shielding us from the 
external chill and providing a sense of secu-
rity. In the context of marriage, the Quranic 
beautifully underscores the idea that spous-
es should be a source of emotional warmth 
and comfort for each other's hearts. The 
emotional support and love exchanged be-
tween partners serve as a metaphorical co-
coon of warmth, akin to a cozy garment on 
a cold day. 

In the harsh winters of life, when chal-
lenges and tribulations may abound, the 
love and emotional support shared between 
spouses act as a refuge. Just as a warm gar-
ment wraps around you, shielding you from 
the cold, a loving spouse envelops your 
heart, providing solace and protection from 
the harshness of the world. This emotional 

warmth fosters a sense of belonging, safety, 
and a profound connection, which, in turn, 
contributes to psychological well-being.

The ayat reminds us that, much like a 
cherished garment during winter, a spouse's 
love and emotional support are indispens-
able for navigating the ups and downs of 
life. They are the source of emotional nour-
ishment and the sanctuary where hearts 
find comfort. This insight encourages us 
to prioritize nurturing and cherishing the 
emotional connection within marriage, rec-
ognizing that the warmth of a loving part-
nership can make life's chill more bearable 
and our hearts more resilient.

6. Connection and Unity

Finally, the ayat underscores the vital 
concept of connection and unity in mar-
riage. When you don a garment, it envelops 
your body, becoming an almost seamless 
extension of your being. In this parallel, the 
ayat emphasizes that in a marriage, there 
should exist a profound sense of connection 
and unity between spouses, where they feel 
like an intrinsic part of each other's lives. 
This deep connection isn't merely physical 
or superficial; it extends to the emotional 
and psychological realms, contributing 
significantly to overall psychological well-
being and fostering a profound sense of 
belonging.

In a marital relationship characterized by 

this unity, individuals experience a sense of 
oneness and integration with their partners. 
They are no longer two separate entities, 
but rather a harmonious union. This feel-
ing of interconnectedness offers a profound 
source of emotional support, security, and 
fulfillment. It creates an environment where 
individuals can thrive and grow together, 
knowing that they have an unwavering ally 
in the journey of life.

Psychologically, this unity reduces feel-
ings of isolation and loneliness, bolstering 
mental and emotional health. It affirms the 
belief that one is cherished, understood, 
and accepted by their spouse, promoting a 
deep sense of belonging and reinforcing the 
marital bond. In essence, this ayat serves as 
a reminder of the profound psychological 
benefits that arise from the unity and con-
nection within a marital relationship, mak-
ing it a sanctuary of emotional well-being 
and a source of unwavering support in the 
complex tapestry of life.

The author is a licensed clinical psychologist 
(alumni of Govt. Medical College Srinagar) 

and works as a consultant clinical psychologist 
at Centre for Mental Health Services (CMHS) 

at Rambagh Srinagar. He can be reached at 
8825067196

I
n a healthy marriage, the differences 
between partners are not seen as obstacles 
but rather as opportunities for growth 

and harmony. One spouse's strengths may 
compensate for the other's weaknesses, 
creating a sense of equilibrium in the 
relationship. Their distinct personalities 
can complement each other, enriching the 
emotional tapestry of the partnership

I
t affirms the belief that one is cherished, 
understood, and accepted by their 
spouse, promoting a deep sense of 

belonging and reinforcing the marital 
bond. In essence, this ayat serves as a 
reminder of the profound psychological 
benefits that arise from the unity and 
connection within a marital relationship, 
making it a sanctuary of emotional well-
being and a source of unwavering support 
in the complex tapestry of life

Mindful Fridays
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JAMMU AND KASHMIR PUBLIC  SERVICE COMMISSION  
Solina Srinagar, Kashmir - 190001

website:http://jkpsc.nic.in   Jammu: 0191-2566528  (f)2566530 
email;jkpscsecretary@gmail.com Srinagar:0194-2312629(f) 2312631

DIPK-11863/23
dated: 08-11-2023

Jammu & Kashmir Bank Ltd. 
Estates & Engineering Department,
 Corporate Headquarters, Srinagar,

M. A. Road Srinagar, 190 001 &K 

On-Line Request for Tender (e-NIT)
for 

SITC of Hot & Cold Split Type                 
Air Conditioners for JKBFSL Office at 

Hazratbal, Srinagar
Tender Notice along with Complete Tender document outlin-
ing the minimum requirements can be downloaded from and 
BIDs can be submitted on the Banks’ e-Tendering Portal 
https://jkbank.abcprocure.com w.e.f. November 09, 2023, 
16.00 Hrs. Tender Document can also be downloaded from 
Bank’s Official Website www.jkbank.com. Last date for 
submission of Bids is November 23, 2023, 17.00 Hrs. 

e-NIT Ref.No . JKB/E&ED/JKBFSL-Hazratbal(AC)/2023-878
Dated : 07-11-2023
Registered office : Corporate Headquarters, M.A.Road, Srinagar 190001, Kashmir, India
CIN: L65110JK1938SGC000048 ; T : +91 (0)194 2481 930-35 ; F : +91 (0)194 248 1928;

 E : info@jkbmail.com ; W : www.jkbank.com

DIPK-NB-4150/23
dated: 09-11-2023

GOVERNMENT OF JAMMU AND KASHMIR

JAMMU AND KASHMIR SERVICES 
SELECTION BOARD

CPO Chowk, Panjthirthi, Jammu/Zamzam Complex, 

Rambagh, Srinagar

(www.jkssb.nic.in)

NOTIFICATION

Subject:- Final Selection List for the post of Election Assistant 
(Junior Scale), Election Department, advertised vide Advertise-
ment Notification No. 04 of 2020 Dated. 16.12.2020, under Item 
No. 099.

Whereas, the Election Department, vide Indent No. 4568/CEO/
Estt/SSB/2nd/2775 dated 28.09.2020, forwarded the requisi-
tion for making direct recruitment to the 110 posts of Election 
Assistant (Junior Scale) Level 4-(25500-81100) as per the fol-
lowing break up:

S. 
No.

Name of 
Posts as 
per Indent

Cadre 
of the 
post

OM SC ST OSC ALC/
IB

RBA PSP EWS Total 
posts

1 Election 
Assistant 
(Junior 
Scale) 
Level - 4 
(25500-
81100)

UT 
Cadre

55 9 11 4 5 11 4 11 110

Total 110

Whereas, the requisite qualification for selection against these 
posts, as per the Indent, is as under:
•	  Graduation from a recognized University having Typing 

Speed of 35 words per minute and working knowledge of 
Urdu.

•	 Six Months Diploma/Certificate course in Computer Appli-
cations from recognized Institute.

Whereas, the Jammu and Kashmir Services Selection Board (JKSSB), 
advertised these 110 posts as per the category-wise break up given 
hereinabove, vide Advertisement Notification No. 04 of 2020 dated 
16.12.2020 under Item No. 099, for seeking applications from the 
eligible candidates. The cut-off date for the receipt of the online ap-
plication form was 31.01.2021; and
Whereas, as per the method of recruitment notified for the posts of 
Election Assistant (Junior Scale), 80% weight-age is earmarked to 
the performance of the candidates in the Written /CBT Test and the 
Skill/Type Test shall carry 20% weight-age; and  
Whereas, the Board after conducting the Skill/Type Test and Writ-
ten/CBT Test, notified the Result/Merit List of the candidates vide 
Notification No.JKSSB-COE0EXAM/(UT)/06/2023-04 (7110979)
dated.06.07.2023. Further, the Provisional Selection List for the post 
of Election Assistant (Junior Scale) was notified vide Notification 
No. JKSSB-SD0SECY(JMU)/2023/890-96 Dated:20.09.2023; and
Whereas, the Board in its 241th approved the Final Selection for 
the post of Election Assistant (Junior Scale), Election Department, 
advertised vide Advertisement Notification No. 04 of 2020 Dated. 
16.12.2020, under Item No. 099 and it was also decided to give the 
final notice to such candidates who were yet to submit the satisfac-
tory documents and in case such candidates failed to submit the 
requisite documents their candidature shall be cancelled rejected/
declared ineligible; and,
Whereas, vide notification No. JKSSB-
SD0SECY(JMU)/2023/E-7292728) dated. 18.10.2023, a final op-
portunity was afforded to these candidates to submit deficient 
documentsand in response to which only two candidates submitted 
documents, which were found unsatisfactory.
 
 Now, therefore, after taking into consideration all the aforemen-
tioned factors:

•	  The Final Selection List of the candidates for the post 
ofElection Assistant (Junior Scale), Election Department, UT 
Cadre, advertised vide Advertisement Notification No. 04 of 
2020, dated: 16.12.2020, under Item No. 099, is hereby notified 
as per Annexure-A, which shall be available on the official web-
site of the JKSSB.

•	  The Final Selection List shall also be subject to the out-
come of writ petition(s)/OA(s), if any, pending in any court of 
the law of the competent jurisdiction.

•	  The Final Selection List shall also be subject to the out-
come of pending inquiry, in any, involving any candidate(s), as 
figuring in this List. 

•	  Formal recommendations to the concerned Indenting 
Department shall be made separately.

  
  By Order.   
  Sd/- 

  (Sachin Jamwal) JKAS 
DIPK-11894/23  dated: 09-11-2023 Secretary

                             J&K Services Selection Board
 
No. JKSSB-SD0SECY(JMU)/2023/(E-7298728)/                        Dated:08.11.2023

Before The Hon'ble High Court Of 
Jammu And Kashmir And Ladakh At Srinagar
Caveat Petition No. 2023 caveat petition under section 148-A CPC 

Matter pertains to District Baramulla
In the case of:
Amira Gani D/o Abdul Gani Sheikh R/o Pandithpora, Payeen District Baramulla CAVEATOR

V/S
 Public at Large NON-CAVEATORSIn the matter of:

CAVEAT PETITION, IN TERMS OF SECTION 148-A CPC.
May it please your Lordships:
The caveat petition is submitted as under:
1. That the applicant/ caveator is resident of are union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir and has 
every right to invoke the jurisdiction of this court for protection of her rights.
2. That the caveator has reliably learnt that the non caveators may approach before this Hon'ble 
court with any motion, writ petition or any other proceedings against the Tentative selec-
tion list of AAY A's helpers for schools advertise vide no. ZEO/K/23/550 Dated: 27/7.2023 and 
ZEO/K/23/671-74 Dated: 26/8/2023 issued by Zonal Educational officer, Kunzer, in the event of 
filing of any such proceedings motion, writ petition, the caveator through her constituted counsel 
namely: Wasim Ahmad Reshi be heard before passing any exparte order against the caveators.
That, a copy of this caveat petition has been highlighted in the daily newspaper copy of notice is an-
nexed herewith this application. In light of the above facts, it is humbly prayed that, in the event of 
any proceedings, motion, writ petition being preferred by the non-caveators against the caveator, 
the caveator be heard through his counsel prior to the passing of exparte order in the said proceed-
ings. The same would advance the cause of justice.
Place, Srinagar Dated: 10.11.2023

Caveators through Counsel Wasim Ahmad Reshi,nj

UNIVERSITY OF KASHMIR
NOTICE

The candidate whose particulars are given below has reported 

to the University that she has lost her University Certificate/s & 

has applied for issuance of Duplicate Certificate/s:

Name: Uzafa Bassu

Parentage: Ali Mohammed Bassu

R/o: L. No. 9, H. No. 101, Naseemabad Kanitar Srinagar

Regn. No. 21535-IC-2007

Certificate/s Lost:  B. Sc 1st  Year / B. Sc 2nd  Year

Roll No's: 191 (1st Year), 911 (2nd Year)

Session/Year 2007 (Annual), 2008 (Annual) 

Before University will consider issuance of duplicate 

certificate/s in favour of the candidate, any  person 

having any objection shall report to the undersigned 

within one week from the date of issuance of this 

notice. The original certificate/s issued to the candidate 
be treated as cancelled.

SD/- Asstt. Controller of Examinations (PG/UG/Prof.)
inf

Common Household Substance Can Alter 
Mechanisms Controlling Gene Activity, Study Finds
Press Trust Of India

F
ormaldehyde, com-
monly present in 
various household 
and cosmetic prod-

ucts, can modify normal 
epigenetic patterns, which 
are mechanisms control-
ling genetic activity, re-
searchers have found.

The modifications 
brought about by the sub-
stance, also present in pol-
luted air and widely used 
in construction, could di-
rectly contribute to the ori-
gin of diseases including 
cancer, asthma and liver 
degeneration due to fatty 
liver, the team including 

researchers from the Jo-
sep Carreras Leukaemia 
Research Institute (IJC), 
Barcelona, Spain, said.

Formaldehyde was 
found to inhibit the pro-
cess of methylation, or 
the production of "methyl" 
groups, which are known 
to regulate epigenetic ac-
tivity. The researchers 
have published their find-
ings in the journal Science.

Specifically, they 
found that exposure to 
formaldehyde caused the 
loss of methylation of his-
tones, which are proteins 
that package our DNA 
and control the function of 
thousands of genes.

"Formaldehyde enters 

our body mainly during 
our breathing and, be-
cause it dissolves well in 
an aqueous medium, it 
ends up reaching all the 
cells of our body," said 
study author Manel Es-
teller, Director of IJC.

The findings could fur-
ther "contribute to the well-
documented carcinogenic 
properties of formaldehyde," 
according to another study 
author Lucas Pontel, a fel-
low at the institute.

"Formaldehyde is not 
only a significant envi-
ronmental hazard, often 
found in polluted fumes, 
but it can also be gener-
ated within our bodies 
through the metabolism 

of common dietary sub-
stances like the sweetener 
aspartame.

"Moreover, our cells 
are continually producing 
formaldehyde, a known 
mutagen that can lead to 
cancer," said Pontel.

Given the toxicity of 
the substance, international 
health authorities are already 
restricting the use of formal-
dehyde as much as possible, 
according to Esteller.

However, "there are 
still areas of work where 
high levels of it are used, 
such as in the manufacture 
of resins, the production of 
plastic, industrial found-
ries or the cosmetics indus-
try," said Esteller.
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GOVERNMENT OF JAMMU & KASHMIR 

TOURISM DEPARTMENT, 
CIVIL SECRETARIAT JAMMU

Mail Id: tourismhall@gmail.com Website:www.jandktourism.jk.gov.in

JAMMU & KASHMIR CARAVAN 

TOURISM POLICY
1. INTRODUCTION

The Union Territory (UT) of Jammu and Kashmir has a growing economy and promoting 

itself as a culturally rich and diverse region, its tourism industry now brings millions of 

dollars into the economy each year. Tourism is the key sector of Jammu and Kashmir’s 

economy and accounts for 7% of the UT’s GDP.

The tourism industry must be adaptable to shifts in the tastes of travellers from all over the 

world, and over the years, the industry has undergone changes. The J&K tourism industry 

has shown exceptional sensitivity to both visitor demands and shifting global tourism 

trends. The natural beauty and diversity of the region, along with sporadically launched 

new initiatives, are the foundation of J&K Tourism’s strengths.

The idea of caravan tourism, which has gained popularity throughout the world due to 

its unobtrusive mode of development, will increase J&K’s potential and allure as a travel 

destination.

The policy aims to establish the broad framework for the growth and promotion of caravan 

tourism in J&K, primarily in the private sector, by providing incentives for the purchase 

of caravans outlining the processes and procedures for its administration, as well as 

approval mechanisms.

2. OBJECTIVE

J&K has vast land in remote locations that are unable to provide tourists with basic 

amenities and facilities. Adventure, wildlife, and pilgrimage tourism are currently in high 

demand. This entails travelling to and staying in remote areas, forests, and riverbanks. 

There is already a scarcity of accommodation at tourist destinations, particularly in 

remote areas and in some cases where permanent construction is neither permissible 

nor feasible. Such caravan-accessible locations will provide tourists with an unparalleled 

experience, allowing them to closely observe nature. Caravan tourism would appeal 

to a diverse range of market segments, including young people, families, seniors, and 

international visitors.

In order to lessen the burden of tourists on the already popular destinations, J&K Tourism 

has identified 75 offbeat locations throughout the Union Territory. Caravan tourism will be 
a step in the right direction to both unburden the concentrated areas and promote other 

destinations as well. These unusual locations are distributed evenly throughout the UT, 

with 37 of them in the Jammu region and the remaining ones in the Kashmir region.

It will also diversify the tourism portfolio that J&K has to offer. The other objectives include:

• Providing accommodation to tourists at well-known tourist destinations.

• Providing tourist facilities by encouraging private-sector investment.

• Encourage the planning of family picnics.

• Providing tourist accommodations in locations where they can stay and enjoy 

nature in close proximity.

• Providing tourists with innovative experiences rather than traditional modes of 

accommodation such as hotels and resorts.

• Searching for new tourist destinations and providing tourists with lodging 

in remote areas, ultimately adding value to local tourism development and 

benefiting the local economy.
• Providing an opportunity to use “No Development Zones” for commercial 

purposes.

• Maximum profits with minimal investment.
• Tourism facilitation in outlying areas.

• Possibility of employment.

• Providing housing in areas where there are no existing residential facilities.

3. SCOPE

This policy is designed to provide tourists with caravans by making the best use of the 

resources that are already abundant in J&K. To encourage and promote caravan tourism 

in Jammu & Kashmir, the government has decided to offer subsidy benefits. However, 
second hand vehicles purchased and re-registered in J&K will not be considered under 

this policy. This policy will apply throughout the Union Territory of J&K

4. CARAVAN CONCEPT AND DEFINITION

A. Caravan- “It is a vehicle with a bed and with optional facility of kitchen, toilet, 

couch, table etc.”

 “Caravan is a vehicle characteristically built with a motive of facilitating travelling, 

rest, and accommodation. This includes Recreational Vehicles, Campervan and 

Motorhomes.”

B. Caravan Operator- Caravan Operator is a business person/ professional who 

operates the business of providing Caravans to tourists on rent.

The vehicle should have the following mandatory amenities available:

A. MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS

• A sofa cum bed (enough for two people) should be available for sleeping

• Enough storage for tourist luggage

• A place to get cold drinks and snacks

• Facilities of hot as well as cold water

• The air-conditioning system

• Charging ports for mobile devices and laptops

• GPS navigation system

• A genset, battery or external hook-ups for an uninterrupted power supply

• Water heaters can be powered by genset

• Fire extinguishers, one being near to the driver’s seat

• Eco friendly waste treatment mechanism

B. OPTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

• Laundry machine or clothes dryer.

• A place to store a bicycle behind the Caravan.

• Tent construction materials in the Caravan.

• Refrigerator, microwave, and kitchen.

• Rest room along with ample water supply, including a shower and hand shower.

• Dining Table.

• Separate sewage tanks for grey water (Wash Water) and black water (Sewage 

Water) are available.

• Wheelchair access for people with disabilities.

5. WASTE MANAGEMENT

There must be provisions for garbage segregation into biodegradable (kitchen waste, for 

example), nonbiodegradable (thermal coal products, aluminium foil, cigarette buts, for 

example), and recyclable (newspapers, bottles, cans, for example) materials. Composting 

will be encouraged for kitchen garbage disposal, and solid waste and sewage disposal will 

be done in an orderly and environmentally friendly manner. The Caravan Operator shall be 

responsible to arrange a system/mechanism to receive, store, and dispose of all refuse 

and waste matter generated by the Caravan. All such materials must be handled in a way 

that poses no health risk and is not offensive to the local population.

6. PROMOTION AND MARKETING

• Caravan Tourism will be promoted by Government of Jammu & Kashmir. 

Furthermore, the promotion will be carried out on various social media platforms 

through various Events, Roadshows, Exhibitions, Press Meets, and FAM Trips.

• Various circuits for caravan tourism will be developed.

• Government of Jammu & Kashmir shall offer a convenient facility for booking 

caravans on their website and the caravan operator shall be charged 5% on the 
sale of tickets.

7. INCENTIVES

The government will implement an incentive mechanism to encourage and promote the 

niche tourism product, Caravan Tourism.

A. INVESTMENT SUBSIDY:

The Operators/Owners of the Caravan Vehicles in the UT of Jammu & Kashmir will get 

a financial support from the Government of J&K after the purchase of caravan vehicles 
fulfilling specified requirements and amenities to ensure adherence to quality, standards, 
and safety norms. An investment subsidy of Rs.10 lakhs OR 20% of caravan vehicle cost, 

whichever is less, shall be provided to selected beneficiary.
Note:

• The Investment Subsidy is limited to a maximum of three (3) caravans to 

beneficiary.
• The investment subsidy scheme will be valid for five (5) years from the date of 

policy approval.

• The caravan for which the investment subsidy is extended should be used for 

tourism purposes only.

• If the caravan is withdrawn from operations within 5 years of registration for 
the subsidy, the Government of Jammu & Kashmir shall recover the amount of 

subsidy plus interest from the beneficiary.
8. QUALIFICATION CRITERIA

Government of Jammu & Kashmir shall evaluate only those applications which fulfil the 
following criteria:

a) The applicant shall be Domicile of Jammu & Kashmir.

b) The Caravan vehicle must be registered in UT of Jammu & Kashmir.

c) The applicant shall be registered with Tourism Department J&K for operations of 

Caravan.

d) The applicant shall have a minimum of 10m X 8m of parking area dedicated for 

parking of each caravan vehicle with proper access from the main road at the 

base location.

e) The applicant must provide a photograph, land ownership certificate/land lease 
deed and a plan of the area as evidence.

9. INSPECTION AGENCY

Government of Jammu & Kashmir will appoint a panel of inspection agencies to conduct 

an inspection of the Caravan Vehicles. The agency shall conduct the inspection and 

submit the report to the designated Committee.

10. GENERAL GUIDELINES

a) Motor caravan operator shall employ a well-trained driver and an assistant (if 

required) to travel with the guests, extending all necessary assistance and 
security to the guests.

b) On demand of the guest, motor caravan operator shall be able to provide a well 

experienced cook on payment basis to travellers along with the vehicle.

c) On demand of the guest, motor caravan operator shall be able to provide tourists 

guides with thorough knowledge on the UT and the destinations.

d) Motor caravan Operator shall be able to provide all the necessary medical 

assistance to the tourists upon request or demand.
e) Motor caravan operator shall be able to provide all necessary provisions, grocery, 

water, and other aids upon request.
f) Motor caravans shall comply with all standards issued by Government of J&K/ 

Government of India for caravans, tourism, and transport.

g) The motor caravans shall be parked in the pre-designated parking areas or 

caravan parks approved by the Tourism Department J&K.

h) If a parking area is proposed by the motor caravan owner, the area must be 

pre-approved by the District Tourist Officer as per the guidelines issued by the 
Government of J&K.

i) The base (proposed site for motor caravan parking) of operation should be in the 

UT of J&K.

j)  The motor caravan should not be non-operational for a continued period of 120 

days. In case of any accidents / or any other issues leading to non-operation, 

Tourism Department, Government of J&K shall be notified.
k)  The motor caravan cannot be resold before 5 years from the date of 

commencement of operations and without prior permission from the Government 

of J&K.

l)  The deployed driver shall hold necessary license to operate the motor caravan.

m)  Quarterly travel log report shall be submitted by the Caravan Operator to 

Government of Jammu & Kashmir appointed agency.

n)  Caravan Operator shall be required to obtain all necessary approvals and 
clearances as specified by rules, laws and bye laws for carrying out the activities 
for this work from the concerned authorities. Operator would be required to 
obtain all such clearances, registrations, and all approvals at his own cost.

o)  The caravan operator is responsible for establishing their own tie-ups with 

caravan parks or with J&K Tourism Development Corporation to accommodate 

their vehicles and cater to the needs of their tourists during their stay.

p)  The Caravan operator should provide an online booking facility.

11. PROCEDURE FOR SELECTION OF APPLICANTS

i. The applications shall be submitted by the applicants digitally through specific 
digital module developed for this purpose by Government of Jammu & Kashmir.

ii. The applications received shall be placed before the Committee of following 

officers:
S No Composition

1. Secretary Tourism, J&K Chairperson

2. Managing Director J&K Tourism Development Corporation Member Secretary

3. Director Finance, Tourism Department Member

4. Director Tourism, Jammu/Kashmir Member(s)

5. Joint Director, Tourism Department Member

6. RTO Jammu/Kashmir Member(s)

7. Co-opted members, as deemed appropriate by Chairperson Member

Government of Jammu & Kashmir will invite applications along-with the Detailed Project 

Report from the candidates desirous of seeking financial assistance under this policy.
12. CLAIM FOR SUBSIDY

I. Detailed Project Report (DPR) Submission

Applicants will be invited to submit their Detailed Project Report. The report which shall 

include the following components:

► Business Plan wherein its mandatory to showcase routes opted, rates offered, 
Return of Investment plan etc.

► Approach and Methodology for project execution
► Caravan design detailing all the available facilities
► Purchase Receipt of Caravan Vehicle with an actual price (including GST)
► Meeting the requirements mentioned in the qualification criteria
► Caravan Parking Plan

II. PRESENTATION TO BE GIVEN TO SELECTION COMMITTEE.

The selected operators list shall be published by the committee post-evaluation. Sanction 

of cases in a particular financial year shall depend on the physical and financial targets 
approved by Government of Jammu & Kashmir.

COMMON APPLICATION FORM (CAF)

S No Categories Details

1. Name of the applicant

2. Address of the applicant

3. Email ID

4. Contact No

5. Aadhaar Number

6. Registration Number & Registration Authority

7. Registration Number of the Vehicle

8. GSTIN number (if any)

9. PAN number(s)

10. Bank Account Number with IFSC code

 

 

  

  

  

    
DPR Submission 

Final Selection Avail Subsidy 
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FLOW CHART FOR CLAIM OF CARAVAN SUBSIDY

Purchase of Caravan Vehicle with all the 

mandatory requirements

Registration of Caravan Vehicle in UT of 

Jammu & Kashmir 

Avail Subsidy amount of 10 Lakhs or 20% of 

the Caravan Vehicle cost, whichever is lesser

DIPK-11942-23

DT: 09/11/2023

Timely Settlement Of 
Insurance Claims Big Relief For 
Kin Of JK Bank Customers

Promoting Electric Mobility, J&K Bank 
Inks Tie-Up With Okaya EV Pvt. Ltd.

Observer News Service

SRINAGAR-  In line with 
sustainable financing 
practices, J&K Bank Thurs-
day signed a Memoran-
dum of Understanding 
(MoU) with Okaya EV Pvt. 
Ltd. for financing electric 
two-wheelers manufac-
tured and marketed by 
the company. As per the 
agreement, J&K Bank shall 
be the preferred financial 
partner for Okaya EV of-
fering suitable financing 
solutions to prospective 
customers for the pur-
chase of different variants 
of electric two-wheeler.

Deputy General Manag-
er Arshad Hussain Dar put 
in signatures on behalf of 
the Bank, while as, Zonal 
Manager (North) Rohit Ku-
mar signed the agreement 
representing Okaya EV in 
the presence Bank’s Gen-
eral Manager Narjay Gupta 
here at the Bank’s Corpo-

rate Headquarters.
Commenting upon the 

importance of such tie-
ups, General Manager 
Narjay Gupta said, “In line 
with the growing national 
focus on energy efficiency 
that envisages fulfilling at 
least half of its energy re-
quirements via renewable 
energy by 2030, we have 
been entering into tie-
ups as part of a significant 
journey towards promot-

ing electric mobility while 
ensuring the high level of 
customer satisfaction that 
J&K Bank is known for.”

Speaking on the occa-
sion, DGM Arshad Hus-
sain Dar said, “The MoU 
marks the inception of a 
promising journey where 
the financial aspirations 
and mobility dreams of 
our customers converge. 
With competitive inter-
est rates and convenient 

loan approvals, we aim to 
facilitate a seamless tran-
sition to electric vehicles 
through this partnership 
thereby contributing to a 
greener and cleaner fu-
ture”, he added.

"We are thrilled to part-
ner with J&K Bank in this 
landmark agreement. This 
MOU represents the begin-
ning of an exciting journey 
where we are committed 
to empowering consum-
ers with innovative elec-
tric mobility solutions. 
Through this collaboration, 
Okaya Electric Vehicles 
aims to provide customers 
with user-centric and en-
vironmentally friendly op-
tions, ensuring a seamless 
transition to a cleaner and 
greener future. We look 
forward to redefining the 
way people experience the 
world of electric vehicles 
together." said Dr. Anshul 
Gupta, Managing Director, 
Okaya EV.

Observer News Service

SRINAGAR: In a major relief 
to the affected families, J&K 
Bank facilitated the swift 
settlement of twenty-two 
MetLoan & Life Suraksha 
(MLLS) insurance claims 
of its deceased borrowers 
who had their accounts in 
different branches of the 
Bank.  The claims worth 
Rs 78.32 Lacs were paid to 
the family members of de-
ceased customers belong-
ing to Pulwama zone dur-
ing the last few months.

The Bank’s Zonal Head 
(Pulwama) Tariq Ali 
handed over the symbolic 
cheques to the nominees/
Legal Heirs of the deceased 
customers in presence of 
Cluster Head (Pulwama) 
Neelofar Jan, Cluster Head 

(Shopian) Bashir Ahmad 
Bhat, Zonal Head (Credit 
Life - PNB MetLife) Irfan 
Ali Zargar, Zonal Insurance 
Coordinator Zaffar Tahir 
Andrabi, Branch Heads and 
other officials of the Bank 
and PNB MetLife.

Expressing gratitude 
to the Bank and its Insur-
ance partner PNB MetLife, 
claimants described settle-
ment of their claims as a 

big relief for the families 
during the toughest time of 
their lives.

Speaking on the occa-
sion, officials from both 
the Bank and insurance 
company highlighted the 
significance of loan-insur-
ance. “With a single-pre-
mium option alongside the 
bank funding available for 
the customers, borrowers 
can safeguard their families 

against such unforeseen 
eventualities”, said Zonal 
Head while urging the bo 
rrowers to opt for insuring 
their loans under different 
available schemes.

On the occasion, Irfan 
Ali Zargar of PNB MetLife, 
reminded the customers of 
the goodwill of J&K Bank, 
which he said, always ad-
vises its clients today get 
their loans insured so that 
their loved ones are taken 
care of, in case, unpredict-
able eventualities put diffi-
cult financial burden upon 
them.

Notably, earlier also the 
zone witnessed the sud-
den death of many bor-
rowers, which has severely 
impacted their families in 
the form of huge financial 
burdens.
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CBI independent legal entity, Union of 
India has no control over it: Centre tells SC
New Delhi: The Centre Thursday 
urged the Supreme Court to dis-
miss the West Bengal govern-
ment's petition accusing the CBI 
of registering FIRs and launch-
ing investigations without the 
state's consent, contending the 
probe agency is an "independent 
legal person" and the Union gov-
ernment has no "control" over it.

The West Bengal government 
has filed an original suit in the 
apex court against the Centre un-
der Article 131 of the Constitution, 
alleging that the central agency 
has been filing FIRs and proceed-
ing with investigations despite the 
state having withdrawn the gen-
eral consent to it to probe cases 
within its territorial jurisdiction.

Article 131 of the Constitution 
empowers a state to move the 
Supreme Court directly in case 
of dispute with the Centre or 
any other state.

The West Bengal government 
withdrew the 'general consent' 
accorded to the CBI to conduct 
probe and raids in the state on 
November 16, 2018.

Solicitor General Tushar 
Mehta, appearing for the 
Centre, told a bench of Justices 
B R Gavai and Aravind Kumar 
that the plea of the West Bengal 
government is not maintainable 
as a suit cannot be filed against 
the CBI under Article 131.

"It is a remedy for deciding 
disputes between federal units 
of governance. No other party 
can be joined in a suit under 
Article 131. The Supreme Court 
Rules of 2013 say if there is no 
cause of action, then suit is li-
able to be dismissed. There is 
no cause of action against the 
Union of India because CBI is 
an independent legal person 

and has a separate legal iden-

tity outside the Union of India. 
Government has no control 
over it," Mehta said.

The solicitor general said the 
suit is also liable to be dismissed 
due to the absence of cause of 
action against the respondent 
Department of Personnel and 
Training (DoPT).

"The CBI cannot be made a 
party to the present suit un-
der Article 131 as the same can 
be only between one or more 
state governments and Union 
Government or one or more 
State Governments on one side 
and Government of India and 
any other State(s) on the other 
or two or more States," he said.

The bench then asked Mehta 
as to what the Department of 
Personnel and Training (DoPT) 
has to do with the CBI.

Mehta said the DoPT does 
not have any functional control 
over CBI and it only deals with 

transfer, appointment or repa-

triation of officials of the probe 
agency.

"Being autonomous in regard 
to its functions in investigating 
FIRs and investigating cases, the 
CBI is the party against which 
the plaintiff (West Bengal gov-
ernment) actually is seeking re-
lief," he said.

"However, in light of the fact 
that in terms of Article 131 of 
the Constitution of India the 
dispute has to be between the 
Government of India and one or 
more States, or between States, 
the plaintiff has used a device by 
which it excludes the real defen-
dant (CBI) and substitutes the cen-
tral government, which has not 
done anyone of the acts sought to 
be prevented by the prayers in the 
suit," the solicitor general said.

Referring to the prayers made 
in the suit, Mehta submitted 
that the first prayer seeks a 
declaration that registration 

of cases by the respondent af-

ter withdrawal of consent is 
unconstitutional.

"The Union of India has not 
registered any case in the State 
of West Bengal, nor has it been 
investigating any case. Yet, as is 
evident from the prayers, each 
and every prayer in the present 
suit is directed either towards 
restraining the Union of India 
from investigating any case or 
towards quashing cases where 
the Union of India has allegedly 
registered FIRs," he said.

Mehta submitted the 12 cas-
es which have been referred to 
in the suit were registered by 
the CBI on the direction of the 
Calcutta High Court and one 
was registered under the direc-
tion of the apex court.

"These facts are completely 
absent from the suit. There's an 
attempt to mislead this court 
as facts have been suppressed," 
he said, adding that on similar 

grounds appeals in cases men-
tioned in the suit are also pend-
ing before the top court.

He submitted that the CBI, as 
an organisation not being part 
of the phrase "Government of 
India", cannot be made a party 
to the present suit.

"Further, considering the na-
ture of the prayers made, it is 
clear that the prayers are against 
the CBI and therefore, the suit it-
self is not maintainable," he said.

Senior advocate Kapil Sibal, 
appearing for the West Bengal 
government, said there cannot 
be any investigation by the CBI 
once the general consent has 
been withdrawn.

"No CBI, nobody can lodge an 
FIR. This is a constitutional issue. 
He (Mehta) has filed his written 
submissions and raised a pre-
liminary objection that the suit 
is not maintainable," Sibal said, 
adding that even after the con-
sent was withdrawn several FIRs 
were lodged and the state had to 
knock on the door of this court.

He said cases referred to in 
the suit are illustrations of cas-
es where FIRs were filed after 
withdrawal of the consent.

"If some FIR is filed, the state 
government does not have the 
locus to challenge it. Only the 
accused can challenge it. This 
is another conceptual confu-
sion. Only challenge the gov-
ernment can make is that the 
FIR was lodged by the CBI after 
the consent was withdrawn," 
he said.

Sibal said the only issue be-
fore the court is the ambit of the 
jurisdiction of the CBI in respect 
of cases registered by it after the 
state government withdrew the 
consent.

CBI books railway officials in 
Mumbai for 'large-scale bribery' 
in transporting parcels
New Delhi: The CBI has regis-
tered two separate cases against 
railway officials posted in the 
yard and parcel departments 
in Mumbai on allegations that 
they were indulging in large-
scale bribery in taking parcels 
and facilitating the placement 
of Valuable Parcel Van (VPU) 
wagons at the Lokmanya Tilak 
Terminus, officials said.

Based on the findings of a 
recent joint surprise check 
conducted by the Railways 
Vigilance and the Central 
Bureau of Investigation (CBI), 
the agency has booked 10 per-
sons, including the then chief 
parcel supervisors, chief yard 
master and deputy station man-
ager (yard) posted at the parcel 
and yard departments at the 
Lokmanya Tilak Terminus (LLT), 
Kurla, Central Railway, Mumbai.

The federal agency has found 
that the officials allegedly used 
UPI to receive bribes, with a 
total payment of Rs 8 lakh and 
Rs 5 lakh detected so far in two 
cases, the officials said.

Two types of parcels are 
booked by the Indian Railways 
-- one through leaseholders who 
are allowed to transport the par-
cels up to a certain weight and 
the other kind of parcels that are 
booked directly by it.

During the surprise check, 
large-scale irregularities were 
detected in the handling of 
parcels in terms of weights 
and other issues, based on 
which the first FIR was lodged 
against the then Chief Parcel 
Supervisor (General) Janardan 
Deshpande, Chief Parcel 
Supervisor Sanjay Ghadge 
and agents Arjun Jaiswal and 
Suryabhan B Dipankar.

A scrutiny of their mo-
bile phones showed that 
Deshpande allegedly received 
Rs 8.16 lakh from Jaiswal from 
August 1, 2022 to June 23, 
2023, the CBI FIR said.

The second case is based on 
a surprise check finding that 
yard department officials were 
taking bribes from private 
agents in the form of cash and 
also through UPI payments into 
the accounts of the pointsmen 
posted at the yard.

"It was further alleged that 
the bribes were given for fa-
cilitating the placement of VPU 
wagons at the terminus. It was 
also alleged that the accused 
received bribes from the agents 
and delivered a part of them to 
their superiors," a CBI spokes-
person said in a statement.

According to the modus ope-
randi detailed in the FIR, the 
leaseholders are given three 
hours to load and unload par-
cels. If the loading and unloading 
is not completed in three hours, 
demurrage and wharfage charg-
es are levied on the leaseholders.

The surprise check showed 
that the chief yard master's office 
allowed these private vendors 
extra time to load and unload 
parcels, causing wrongful gain to 
these private vendors, in return 
for bribes through UPI and cash.

The agency has booked 
Chief Yard Master Pranay 
Mukund, deputy station man-
agers Girdhari Lal Saini, Jayant 
Maurya and Pradeep Gautam, 
shunting managers Mithai Lal 
Yadav and Rakesh Karande, 
pointsmen from the chief yard 
master's office Mithilesh Kumar 
and Raunit Raj, besides agents 
Ramdeep Giri and Dipankar.

CONTD. FROM FRONT PAGE

BSF Constable

which was befittingly responded to by BSF 
troops,” the Border Security Force (BSF) said in 
a statement.

Ramgarh Community Health Centre Block 
Medical Officer (BMO) Dr Lakhwinder Singh 
said that one BSF jawan was injured in Pakistani 
firing and reported to the centre for treatment 
around 1 am.

Mohan Singh Bhatti of Jerda village said that 
the firing started around 12.20 am and later esca-
lated into shelling. “A fear psychosis is prevailing 
along the IB due to firing and shelling,” he said.

On October 28, Pakistan Rangers indulged 
in heavy firing and shelling for around seven 
hours, resulting in injuries to two BSF jawans 
and a woman.

On October 17, two BSF personnel had been 
injured in unprovoked firing by the rangers in 
the Arnia sector.

It is the sixth overall violation since the two sides 
signed a ceasefire agreement on February 25, 2021.

LG Sinha, BSF
at the frontier headquarters, Paloura camp, 

in Jammu.
During wreath-laying ceremony, he was giv-

en full military honours by sounding of buggle 
and last salute. The jawans raised slogans hail-
ing him.

The mortal remains of Kima would be sent to 
his hometown Aizwal for the last rites with full 
military honour.

The BSF head constable was killed in un-
provoked firing by Pakistan Rangers along the 
International Border (IB) in the Ramgarh sector.

Road To J&K’s
developmental and welfare schemes and to 

ensure village communities receive benefits of 
Central and UT Schemes,” the LG said.

He was addressing a public gathering during 
the Back to Village-5 event held at Chatha Farm, 
Satwari here on Thursday.

Sharing his government’s efforts to establish 
participatory and people centric governance and 
creating an enabling environment for inclusive 
development, Sinha said that J&K administration 
has accorded the highest priority to vulnerable 
sections and providing unprecedented resources 
to bring about a revolution in rural and far-flung 
areas.

“In the last few years, timely implementa-
tion and monitoring of programmes ensured a 
unique opportunity for holistic development of 
villages. Various sections of society have been 
liberated from decades of discrimination and 
exploitation and provided opportunities to 
benefit from growth,” he said.

“The road to J&K’s progress and prosperity 
has to pass through its villages and far flung 
areas. It is our determination and commit-
ment to ensure better infrastructure, ameni-
ties, public services, skills and opportunities 
for youth and women, and enhanced produc-
tivity of the Agriculture & allied sector,” he 
added.

On this occasion, the LG called upon all the 
citizens of rural areas to contribute in improv-
ing the literacy rate, eradicating malnutrition 
and TB from Panchayats.

“Every village should aspire to become Self-
reliant and spearhead the sustainable develop-
ment of J&K,” he said.

PRI representatives expressed their grati-
tude to the LG-led administration for taking 
development to the grassroots level. Sinha also 
visited the stalls put up by various government 
departments highlighting various initiatives 
and welfare programs of the government.

‘Admin Ensured

Scheme (ISSS) and reaching out to 63,919 
beneficiaries in old-age, widow’s and Divyang 
category.
He reiterated the commitment of the J&K 
Administration to empower common man and 
bring the deprived sections of society into the 
developmental mainstream.
“We are marching ahead with the aim of prog-
ress, prosperity and quality life for all. The 
administration has ensured more rights and 
resources for the poor, marginalised and vul-
nerable,” Sinha said.
At the Pensioners Sammelan, he shared various 
Social Welfare initiatives of the government. 
He said under the guidance of Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi, these initiatives have removed 
the developmental imbalances in Jammu 
Kashmir.
Sinha observed that the administration has 
taken all decisions without fear and favour in 
the interest of the poor and the deprived.
“Saturation of several schemes highlights the 
impressive manifestation of proper execution 
of programmes,” he said.
He called for collective efforts from public rep-
resentatives, officials and civil society mem-
bers to connect all eligible beneficiaries with 
social security schemes and bring meaningful 
change in their lives.
On the occasion, the LG handed over scoo-
ties, sanction letters and other benefits to the 
beneficiaries.

J&K Witnessing Low
with only one official receiving a conviction.
However, LG Manoj Sinha led administration 

has taken a tough stand on corruption and is 
taking comprehensive measures for ensur-
ing transparent, accountable, and responsive 
governance.

The government has launched Mobile 
Application ‘Satark Nagrik’ and Departmental 
Vigilance Officers Portal of J&K Anti Corruption 
Bureau with an aim to facilitate seamless flow 
of information about corruption and enable 
citizens to submit their grievances with ease 
and mobility.

Pertinently, the UT administration has made 
it mandatory for all government employees 
to have vigilance clearance for obtaining a 
passport.

An employee seeking a passport will have to 
secure a no-objection certificate (NOC) from 
the concerned department on the basis of a 
vigilance report.

An official from the ACB told Kashmir 
Observer that the government has enforced a 
strict zero-tolerance policy against corruption, 
and the ACB is diligently working to uphold this 
commitment.

Figures from the ACB website suggest that 
the department has tightened noose on the 
corrupts with recovery/ seizure of funds to the 
tune of Rs.202 crore in one of the cases, in-
crease in trap cases, attachment of assets worth 
crores and arrest of high profile persons.

The data also reveals that by December 31, 
2020, a total of 71 cases had been registered. 
Among these, 48 cases had been charge-sheet-
ed during that time frame.

In total cases registered in 2020, 10 were cat-
egorized as trap cases, involving government 
officials caught in the act of demanding and ac-
cepting bribes during their official duties, while 
8 cases were classified as Disproportionate 
Assets (DA) cases.

Much-Needed
Real Estate Regulatory Authority, which was 

enacted in the erstwhile state back in 2018.

Although the Act, likewise in other states 
of the country, was extended to the erstwhile 
state of J&K under the Real Estate Regulation 
and Development Act 2016, five years ago, the 
same could not be constituted in the newly 
carved out Union Territory till date.

On October 31, 2019, the centre extended 
the Act to J&K; two and a half months after 
Articles-370 and 35A were revoked on August 
5 the same year. However, it was only last year 
that the appointment of retired IAS official and 
former Goa chief secretary Parimal Rai was 
made possible.

On September 20, only fifty days after being 
appointed as Chairman of the J&K RERA, Rai re-
signed from his position.

Kashmir Observer contacted Principal 
Secretary HUDD, Prashant Goyal to know the 
reason for the delay in the constitution of RERA 
in J&K till date. However, he dropped the call 
saying he was busy at an urgent meeting and 
cannot talk at the moment.

The COVID-19 outbreak and the ensuing 
lockdown across India, including J&K, accord-
ing to a top HUDD official, who wished not to 
be named, was one of the factors delaying the 
implementation.

“We are on it and the department has issued 
advertisements for all the key posts including 
its Chairman. The J&K RERA will definitely be 
made functional as soon as all the posts are 
filled,” the official told Kashmir Observer.

RERA was aimed at establishing the Real 
Estate Regulatory Authority for regulation and 
promotion of the real estate sector and to en-
sure sale of plots, apartments or buildings, as 
the case may be, or sale of real estate project, 
in an efficient and transparent manner and to 
protect the interest of consumers in the real 
estate sector.

The Parliament of India approved the Real 
Estate (Regulation and Development) Act, 2016 
to safeguard the rights of homebuyers and en-
courage investment in the real estate industry.

RERA Act performs a number of important 
tasks, such as registering real estate projects, 
monitoring adherence to laws and regulations, 
safeguarding the rights of purchasers, settling 
conflicts, and encouraging accountability and 
openness in the real estate sector through its 
extensive range of services.

Forces Alert
their designs are not succeeding. A terrorist 

was killed in Shopian in an encounter today. 
They are attacking common people, this is a 
sign of desperation,” he added.

Asked about the ceasefire violation in Samba 
district of Jammu where a BSF trooper was in-
jured, the DG said, “Pakistani troops attacked 
our posts two-three times and have targeted 
our jawans”.

“But, our forces are alert and have retaliat-
ed very well. There is perhaps severe damage 
on that side, but it is not confirmed yet. A BSF 
trooper is injured, he has been hospitalised,” he 
said.

The BSF head constable later succumbed to 
injuries.

To a question whether such firing incidents 
from across the border would have an impact 
on the ceasefire, Agrawal said it (firing) has 
been happening for the past two weeks, but we 
do not know the reason behind it.

“We are discussing it and once we get to 
know the reasons, we will devise a strategy (to 
counter it),” he said.

“It is difficult to say as to what will happen. 
We do not start it from our end, but, whenever 
it takes place, we effectively retaliate it,” he 
replied to a question whether such incidents 
would escalate the situation.

To a question if the firing was a cover for 
pushing in more infiltrators, Agrawal said along 
the International Border, there is a less chance 
of infiltration, so the firing is something new 
there, except for Arnia sector where it used to 
happen earlier as well.

Asked if there is any major activity taking 
place across the border, the DG said “no, there 
is no such activity, but, whatever activity they 
undertake, they will do it secretly. They will not 
want it to be noticed”.

Earlier, the DG inspected the passing out pa-
rade and attestation ceremony of five batches 
of recruits. The trainees hail from eastern and 
southern India including 204 from Odisha, 208 
from Andhra Pradesh, 112 from Kerala, and 75 
from Telangana.

Birdi Takes
of Kashmir Zone were directed to focus on 

quality investigation in terror crimes and nar-
co-terror related cases to dismantle the terror 
ecosystem.

“IGP Kashmir stressed upon the officers to 
ensure the improvement in overall working 
of Policing at Police Station and sub-divisional 
level with refinement in record building and 
investigation,” he said.

Birdi, the spokesperson said, stressed upon 
the officers to make good public relations and 
focus on people sensitive policing.

“Addressing public grievances should be the 
top most priority of valley Police besides their 
operational and crime related commitments,” 
the IGP said

He stressed upon transparent and efficient 
policing with coordination with all sister agen-
cies in the valley.

CBI Court Holds

S.C Katal, Special Judge, Anti Corruption (CBI-
Cases) Kashmir, said.

“Hence, both accused persons namely 
Mr. K.J.S Khurana   &   accused no 3   namely 
Ghulam Quadir Lone are held guilty for offence 
u/s 5(1) (d)/5(2) of P.C.Act   2006   r.w   section   
120 B &   convicted   accordingly. The accused no 
4 is represented by accused no 3.”

 However the court said that Ghulam 
Mohammad Chechoo has expired during tri-
al.  “No proceedings lie against a dead person 
therefore, proceedings against accused  stand 
abate.”

The court said that the fraud in the bank have 
disastrous effect on the economy of country 
and the society at large.

“The accused have been facing trial right 
since 1999 ie from last more than 24 years. The 
offence was committed in the year 1991-92.  
ie about 32 years back,” the court said, add-
ing, “The age of the accused No. 1 (Kanwarjeet 
Singh Khurana) is 76 years and the age of ac-
cused No. 2 is 74 year by this time. The ac-
cused have swindled the money of bank about 
forty lacs in the year 1991-92 which was huge 
amount at that time but keeping in view the 
old age and health status of accused persons 
and long agony undergone during trial, the 
adequate sentence commensurate with the 
level of their guilt would be two years simple 
imprisonment and consolidated fine of Rs. Fifty 
Thousand each.”   “The accused be lodged in 
Central District Jail Srinagar to undergo award-
ed imprisonment.”

Soldier Shoots
the soldier taking this extreme step was not 

immediately known.
Meanwhile, police have taken cognizance of 

this incident.

2 Cops Suspended

Police Post Chinore, he said.
The suspended police personnel are Selection 

Grade Constable Jagdish Raj and Constable 
Wasim Akram. The two have been suspended 
with immediate effect, the official said.

SSP Kumar said dereliction of duty will not 
be tolerated and police personnel found slack-
ing on duty will be dealt strictly as per norms.

Five Robbers
and two mobile phones.
A case was registered at the Akhnoor police 

station following the complaint and an investi-
gation was started, a spokesperson said.

Special police teams rounded up a suspect, 
Mohd Kabir, in connection with the case and 
interrogated him, he added.

Based on the information disclosed by the 
suspect, Mohd Gafoor, Haroon Rashid, Nadeem 
Khan and Danish Hussain were nabbed, the of-
ficial said.

An Alto car, mobile phones and three sharp-
edged weapons were seized from them, the 
police said.

The spokesperson said the gang had been 
operational in various areas of Punjab, be-
sides Samba, Jammu and Rajouri in the Union 
territory.

Raj Bhawan Celebrates
who inspired generations to selflessly serve 

the country.
He said the foundation day celebration re-

flects the bond between people and strength-
ens the inclusive fabric of our society, unity and 
national integration.

“Uttarakhand is the abode of nation’s real 
heroes and a home to various spiritual sites, 
including Char Dhams- Badrinath, Kedarnath, 
Gangotri and Yamunotri,” Sinha said.

This blessed land is the perfect confluence of 
patriotism, spirituality, nature, culture, crafts, 
art, yoga and Ayurveda. We are truly proud of 
its remarkable achievements in various sec-
tors,” he added.

A cultural programme depicting the rich 
culture and traditions of Uttarakhand was pre-
sented on the occasion.

30 Kanal Land
over to the J&K Sports Council for construc-

tion of a Stadium at the village.
The inhabitants in general and youth in 

particular have appreciated the eviction drive 
and applauded the District Administration for 
using the land for productive development 
works.

Terrorist Killed
the hiding terrorist fired indiscriminately 

upon the search party when they approached 
the suspected spot. The fire, he said, was retali-
ated effectively leading to an encounter.

In the ensuing encounter, the spokesperson 
said, Maiser Ahamd Dar @Adil, a local terrorist 
of TRF was killed and his body was retrieved 
from the gunfight spot.

“Incriminating materials, arms & ammuni-
tion were recovered from the site of the en-
counter. All the recovered materials have been 
taken into case records for further investiga-
tion,” he said.

In this regard, he said, a case under relevant 
sections of law has been registered and further 
investigation is in progress.

“People are requested to cooperate with 
Police till the area at the encounter site is com-
pletely sanitized and cleared of all the explo-
sive materials, if any,” the spokesperson added.
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THE J&K BOARD OF PROFESSIONAL 

ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
TELE/FAX: 0194-2433590, 2437647 (SRINAGAR): 0191-2479371, 2470102 (JAMMU)

Website: http://www.jkbopee.gov.in, E-mail: helpdeskjakbopee@gmail.com/ coejakbopee@gmail.com

Subject: -  Conduct of counselling (Physical) for admission to B.Ed Course-2023 at Government College of Education, Canal Road, 
Jammu.

Reference: -  i) Notification No. 020- BOPEE of 2023 dated 09.03.2023.
 ii) Notice No. 003-BOPEE of 2023 dated 29.03.2023.
 iii) Notice No. 004-B0PEE of 2023 dated 18.04.2023.
 iii) Notification No. 028-B0PEE of 2023 dated 10.05.2023.

NOTIFICATION NO: 115-BOPEE OF 2023 
DATED : 09-11-2023

Pursuant to Notification No. 028-B0PEE of 2023 dated 10.05.2023, the Board has notified the provisional merit list of eligible candidates who 
had appeared in Common Entrance Test for admission to B.Ed. Courses-2023 in Government College of Education, Canal Road Jammu, for 
objections, if any, against their Entrance Marks / Rank upto 13.05.2023. It was further notified that in case no objections are received within 
the prescribed date, the provisional merit list shall be deemed to be final. The Board has not received any representation / Objection(s) from any 
candidate till 13.05.2023 about their rank position assigned to the candidates on the basis of marks secured by them in the Common Entrance 
Test; hence the PML list has been deemed as final.
Now, in view of the above, it is hereby notified for information of all the eligible concerned candidates that the Board shall conduct Physical 
Round of Counselling for allotment of seats for admission of the candidates who figure in Annexure “A” to the Notification No. 028-B0PEE of 
2023 dated 10.05.2023 as per the following schedule:-

Date Counselling Schedule Remarks
13-11-2023 From Rank 01 to 634 All candidates (OM/Cat)

NOTE:-
a.  The eligible / desirous candidates who are willing to take admission in Government College of Education, Canal Road Jammu shall 

have to report physically at the BOPEE office Jammu/Srinagar for Registration/Attendance between 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on 
13.11.2023.

2.  The candidates are advised to bring along the following documents in original on the date of counselling, otherwise they shall not be 
allowed to participate in the counselling process:-

i. Domicile certificate.
ii. Valid Category Certificate, if any.
iii. Marks Card of Final year/ Semester of graduation examination.
3. The seat matrix shall be uploaded on website of the Board separately in due course of time before the date of counselling.
4. The Board had provisionally included the names of few candidates in the rank wise list annexed as Annexure-A to the notification 

No. 028-BOPEE of 2023 dated 10.05.2023 whose documents such as Category Certificate/Marks Card of qualifying examination/
Domicile Certificate etc. were deficient and shall be provisionally allowed to participate in the counselling process subject to the 
condition that they shall have to submit/produce their deficient document(s) at the time of admission in the respective college, failing 
which their admission shall be cancelled and no claim whatsoever shall be entertained by the Board.

5. For latest updates related to the counselling, the candidates are advised to remain in touch with the Website of the Board (www.
jkbopee.gov.in) regularly for latest updates regularly.

6. Any candidate who may not be able to attend the counseling personally owing to a valid reason can authorize a person (through 
Authority Letter-on prescribed format) from his/her family member to participate in the counseling on his/her behalf at BOPEE office 
Jammu/Srinagar on the day/date of counseling as per his/her Rank.

7. The candidates belonging to the CDP category are advised to bring along the valid CDP priority certificate in original and its photocopy 
issued by the competent authority on the day of counselling.

8. The candidates who are participating in the counselling process shall have to deposit an amount of Rs. 1000/- as a counselling fee on 
the day of counselling through POS Machines available at BOPEE office Jammu/Srinagar through Debit/Credit Card.

9. Mere participation in the counselling process do not confer any right of admission to such candidates subject to the verification of the 
eligibility by the concerned college

10. The counselling shall be automatically stopped as and when seats shall be exhausted.
11. The Board reserves the right to notify such changes as may become necessary in view of any technical difficulty or the reason beyond 

its control.
The other terms and conditions shall remain the same as notified in the Information Brochure/ Notifications/Notices issued by the Board in this 
regard from time to time.

E & O E
No. BOPEE/Exam/3/2023(7303099)  Sd/-
Dated: 09-11-2023  Controller of Examinations J&K, 

BOPEE
DIPK-NB-4142-23
DT: 09/11/2023

Afghanistan Take On 
SA With Semis In Sight

New Zealand Keeps Semis Hope Alive 
With 5-Wicket Win Over Sri Lanka

J&K Athletes Win 46 Medals 
At 37th National Games

JKFA Announce J&K Women’s 
Team For Senior Nationals

2-Day Martial Arts 
Championship Concludes

JKFA To Hold 
Trials For Para 
Footballers In 
Kashmir

Observer News Service

SRINAGAR: The J&K Foot-
ball Association has an-
nounce trials for Para Foot-
ballers in the discipline of 
Cerebral Palsy Football. 
These trials are for J&K’s 
participation in the Khelo 
India Para Games 2023, 
scheduled to be held from 
10th to 17th December in 
Delhi.

“If you're an aspiring 
para footballer with a pas-
sion for the game, this is 
your opportunity to shine 
on the national stage. We 
encourage all interested 
individuals to step forward 
and showcase your talent. 
The trials are open for all 
age groups,” the FA said in 
a statement.

“For further details and 
to register for the trials, 
please get in touch with 
Mr. Showkat Masoodi, Sec-
retary of DFA Srinagar, at 
+919018186282 or email 
us at jkfaofficial@gmail.
com,” it added.

Press Trust of India

BENGALURU: Trent Boult’s 
rediscovery of his magic with 
new ball fuelled New Zea-
land’s frantic five-wicket vic-
tory over a wretched Sri Lanka 
and kept their World Cup 
semifinals dreams intact here 
on Thursday.

Daryl Mitchell (43 off 31 
balls) milked the sound plat-
form given by openers Devon 
Conway (45 off 42 balls) and 
Rachin Ravindra (42 off 34 
balls) with their 86-run stand 
as the Kiwis hunted down the 
target of 172 in 23.2 overs.

The result helped them 
to snap a four-match losing 
streak in the event, and it was 
also the perfect culmination 
of the demolition job started 
by Boult with his outstanding 
three-wicket burst (3/37).

New Zealand (NRR: +0.743) 
have 10 points after their league 
engagements and they will in all 
likelihood join India, Australia 
and South Africa in the last four 

stage, unless Pakistan or Afghan-
istan, who are on eight points 
apiece, create some miracle.

In their final league match, 
Pakistan (NRR: +0.036) will 
face England on Saturday 
while Afghanistan (NRR: 
-0.338) will lock horns with 

South Africa on Friday.
In the backdrop of all those 

calculations, it was important 
for the Kiwis to win handsome-
ly to stay ahead of the other 
contenders, and both Conway 
and Ravindra were aware of it. 
They exploited the struggles 

of Lankan bowlers to find the 
right line quite mercilessly.

At 88 for 2 in the 14th over, 
New Zealand were not in any 
trouble but they needed some 
quick runs to stay ahead in run 
rate mathematics.

Mitchell did precisely that. The 
right-hander has been a silent 
success story for the Black Caps in 
this showpiece, having amassed 
over 400 runs averaging 67.33 at 
a strike-rate of 109.78.

Coming in at No. 4, the 
32-year-old often worked as 
the link between top and down 
the order batters, gluing the in-
nings together. He performed 
that task once again with care-
fully planned stroke-play and 
Mitchell picking the gaps with 
precision was a treat to watch.

Brief scores:
Sri Lanka: 171 in 46.4 overs 

(Kusal Perera 51; Trent Boult 
3/37, Mitchell Santner 2/22).

New Zealand: 172 for 5 in 
23.2 overs (Devon Conway 45, 
Daryl Mitchell 43, Rachin Ravin-
dra 42; Angelo Mathews 2/29).

Press Trust of India

AHMEDABAD: South Africa 
will look to fix their chasing 
troubles before the semifinals 
while Afghanistan will back 
themselves to beat another 
top team when the two sides 
meet in a World Cup game 
here on Friday.

A lot more is at stake for Af-
ghanistan than South Africa, 
who have already made the 
semifinals alongside India and 
Australia. With eight points 
each, Afghanistan are battling 
for the fourth spot with Paki-
stan and New Zealand. Only a 
win over the Proteas will keep 
them in the hunt.

The Afghans also have an 
inferior net run rate com-
pared to Pakistan and New 
Zealand, therefore, they need 
to win big and hope the other 
results go their way.

Irrespective of the result 
on Friday, Afghanistan have 
earned tremendous respect 
with their mature play in the 
tournament, having racked up 
four wins from eight games.

They now have the belief to 
beat the best in the business 
on any given day. After hum-
bling England and Pakistan, 
the Hasmatullah Shahidi-

led side was on the cusp of 
a famous win over five-time 
champions Australia before 
Glenn Maxwell came up with 
a superhuman knock. The im-
probable defeat left Afghans 
heartbroken and they now 
need to pick themselves up to 
give their best shot at a semi-
final berth.

Match starts 2 PM IST.

Observer News Service

SRINAGAR: The Open 
Kashmir Hapkido Champi-
onship 2023 concluded at 
LP School Bota Kadal here 
on Thursday. The champi-
onship was organised by 
Grand warriors Academy 
of Martial Arts in collabo-
ration with LP School un-
der the aegis of Jammu 
and Kashmir Hapkido As-
sociation.

A large number of play-
ers from different schools/
clubs participate in the 
two-day championship, 
including Sultan Martial 
Arts, Iron Fist, Lees Dojo, 

Usmania School, White 
Hall School, Islamia Mis-
sion, LP School, Govern-
ment Boys Higher Second-
ary School Mallabagh.

The concluding ceremo-
ny was graced by Chair-
man Kashmir Society Kh-
waja Farooq and Principal 
LP School Sameena, Secre-
tary of School Abdul Rouf, 
Chairman Kashmir Speaks 
Ashfaq and President of 
Hapkido Association Mo-
hammad Shoiab.

Founder of the Grand 
Warriors Academy, Adil 
Hussain Khan thanked LP 
School for its support in 
holding the championship.

Observer News Service

SRINAGAR: The Jammu 
& Kashmir Football Asso-
ciation on Thursday an-
nounced the 22-member 
team to reperesent J&K at 
the 28th Senior Women's 
National Football Champi-
onship 2023-24, to be held 

in Amritsar, Punjab from 
15th November 2023.

“These outstanding indi-
viduals have been chosen 
after rigorous trials and a 
dedicated coaching camp. 
We have full confidence in 

their abilities and determi-
nation to make us proud,” 
the JKFA said in a state-
ment.
J&K TEAM FOR SENIOR 
NATIONALS:

1. Afsha, 2. Adha, 3. Ar-
prita, 4. Sabreena, 5. Afree-
na, 6. Seerat, 7. Ruqaya, 8. 
Somiya, 9. Nidha, 10. Tan-

zeel, 11. Zaara, 12. Shranya, 
13. Shabnum, 14. Nadiya, 
15. Riya Jasrotia, 16. Pa-
tanjali, 17. Charu, 18. Meh-
roosh, 19. Mahrukh, 20. 
Shivali, 21. Gomni Rajput, 
22. Tanishqa.

Observer News Service

SRINAGAR: Team J&K has notched up 
46 medals including 14 gold at the 
37th National Games which conclud-
ed Thursday in Goa.

Overall, J&K won 14 gold, 14 sil-
ver, and 8 bronze medals as J&K was 
ranked 12th among the competing 
States and UTs.

The J&K contingent was led by the 
Sqay Martial Arts team, who won 9 
gold, 5 silver and 5 bronze in an incred-
ible display of dominance. The Pencak 
Silat team followed with 4 gold, 3 sil-
ver and 5 bronze medals. J&K won 1 

gold, 2 silver and 2 bronze medal in the 
discipline of Wushu. J&K won 2 silver 
medals in Gymnastics, while the Take-
wondo and Kalaripayattu teams also 
brought home 1 silver each.

Before this medal haul, J&K crossed 
the double figure mark on two oc-
casions. In 2011 when the National 
Games were held at Jharkhand and 
the team bagged 12 medals including 
4 silver and 8 bronze, ranking 26th 
in the medal tally. Similarly in 2015, 
Team J&K won 15 medals, including 3 
gold, 2 silver and 10 bronze.

Team J&K defeated strong opponents 
like SSCB, Gujarat, Delhi, Maharashtra, 

Haryana, Gujarat and West Bengal in 
various disciplines to assert a respectable 
standing in the overall championship.

Advisor to LG, R.R Bhatnagar, ex-
tended his congratulations to mem-
bers of the J&K contingent and said 
that the relentless dedication and un-
yielding spirit of the athletes has led 
them to this momentous journey.

Sarmad Hafeez, Commissioner Sec-
retary, Youth Services and Sports De-
partment, also lauded the J&K team.

Secretary Sports Council, Nuzhat 
Gull termed the medallists as an in-
spiration to aspiring athletes and a 
source of pride.
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"Like Breathing Poison": Children 
Worst-Hit By Delhi Air Pollution
Agenceis

New Delhi: Crying in a hospital 
bed with a nebuliser mask on 
his tiny face, one-month-old 
Ayansh Tiwari has a thick, hack-
ing cough. His doctors blame the 
acrid air that blights New Delhi 
every year.

The spartan emergency room 
of the government-run Chacha 
Nehru Bal Chikitsalaya hospital 
in the Indian capital is crowd-
ed with children struggling to 
breathe -- many with asthma 
and pneumonia, which spike as 
air pollution peaks each winter 
in the megacity of 30 million 
people.

Delhi regularly ranks among 
the most polluted major cities 
on the planet, with a melange 
of factory and vehicle emissions 
exacerbated by seasonal agricul-
tural fires.

"Wherever you see there is 
poisonous smog," said Ayansh's 
mother Julie Tiwari, 26, as she 
rocked the baby on her lap, at-
tempting to calm him.

"I try to keep the doors and 
windows closed as much as 
possible. But it's like breath-
ing poison all the time. I feel so 
helpless," she told AFP, fighting 
back tears.

On Thursday, the level of 
PM2.5 particles -- the smallest 
and most harmful, which can 
enter the bloodstream -- topped 
390 micrograms per cubic me-
tre, according to monitoring 
firm IQAir, more than 25 times 
the daily maximum recom-
mended by the World Health 

Organization.
Government efforts have so 

far failed to solve the country's 
air quality problem, and a study 
in the Lancet medical journal at-
tributed 1.67 million premature 
deaths to air pollution in the 
world's most populous country 
in 2019.

'Maddening rush'

"It's a maddening rush in our 
emergency room during this 
time," said Dhulika Dhingra, 
a paediatric pulmonologist at 
the hospital, which serves poor 
neighbourhoods in one of Del-
hi's most polluted areas.

The foul air severely impacts 
children, with devastating ef-
fects on their health and devel-
opment.

Scientific evidence shows 
children who breathe polluted 
air are at higher risk of develop-

ing acute respiratory infections, 
a UNICEF report said last year.

A study published in the Lung 
India journal in 2021 found 
nearly one out of every three 
schoolchildren in Delhi had 
asthma and airflow obstruction.

Children are more vulnerable 
to air pollution than adults be-
cause they breathe more quickly 
and their brains, lungs and other 
organs are not fully developed.

"They can't sit in one place, 
they keep running and with 
that, the respiratory rate in-
creases even more. That is why 
they are more prone to the ef-
fects of pollution," said Dhingra.

"This season is very difficult 
for them because they can hard-
ly breathe."

Vegetable vendor Imtiaz 
Qureshi's 11-month-old son Mo-
hammad Arsalan was admitted 
to the hospital overnight with 
breathing issues.

Indian scientists hope cloud seeding can clean Delhi's toxic air

I
ndian scientists plan to seed clouds for the first 
time to trigger heavy rain in some areas of New 
Delhi, hoping this will be enough to tackle the 

smog gripping the world's most polluted capital for 
a week, the project's head said on Thursday.

Air quality dips in Delhi ahead of winter every 
year, when cold air traps pollutants from a variety 
of sources including vehicles, industries, construc-
tion dust, and agricultural waste burning.

Scientists expect some cloud cover over the city 
around Nov. 20 and are hoping this will be large 

enough - and with high enough moisture content 
- to trigger heavy rain via seeding with salts, said 
Manindra Agrawal, a scientist at the Indian Institute 
of Technology at Kanpur, who is leading the trial.

The project, estimated to cost 10 million rupees 
($120,000) for 100 square kilometres, would involve 
spraying into clouds a mix of salts that include silver 
iodine, Agrawal said.

"We don't expect that big a cloud that will cover 
entire Delhi, but a few hundred kilometres would be 
good," he told Reuters.

India to be added to UK 'safe 
states' list, ruling out asylum 
rights for illegal migrants

Press Trust of India

LONDON: The UK government 
has tabled plans to add India to 
an expanded list of safe states, 
which would speed up the pro-
cess of returning Indians who 
travel from the country illegally 
and rule out their chance of seek-
ing asylum in Britain.

Draft legislation laid in the 
House of Commons on Wednesday 
includes India and Georgia as the 
countries to be added to the list.

The UK Home Office said the 
move is aimed at strengthening 
the country's immigration sys-
tem and help prevent abuse by 
people making unfounded pro-
tection claims.

"We must stop people making 
dangerous and illegal journeys to 
the UK from fundamentally safe 
countries," said UK Home Secre-
tary Suella Braverman.

"Expanding this list will allow 
us to more swiftly remove people 
with no right to be here and send 
a clear message that if you come 
here illegally, you cannot stay. 
We remain committed to deliv-
ering the measures in our Illegal 
Migration Act, which will play a 
part in the fight against illegal 
migration," she said.

The move is in line with mea-
sures to meet British Prime Min-
ister Rishi Sunak's pledge to "stop 
the boats" of migrants landing on 
the country's shores illegally af-
ter making precarious journeys 
across the English Channel.

The Home Office said that 
Indian and Georgian small boat 
arrivals have increased over the 

last year, despite individuals 
from these countries not being at 
obvious risk of persecution.

"Deeming these countries safe 
will mean that if an individual ar-
rives illegally from either one, we 
will not admit their claim to the 
UK asylum system," the Home 
Office said.

Other countries deemed safe 
by the UK include Albania and 
Switzerland, as well as the Euro-
pean Union (EU) and European 
Economic Area (EEA) states.

A country can only be added 
to the UK's safe states list, known 
legislatively as Section 80AA, if 
the Home Secretary is satisfied 
that there is, in general, no seri-
ous risk of persecution of its na-
tionals, and; removal of nationals 
to that country cannot go against 
the UK's obligations under the 
Human Rights Convention.

"The Home Office has rigor-
ously assessed India and Georgia 
and determined that both meet 
these criteria," the Home Office 
noted.

The proposal will now un-
dergo parliamentary scrutiny in 
the usual way via debates in both 
Houses of Parliament before it 
comes into force.

The latest measures fall within 
the Illegal Migration Act 2023, 
which aims to "stop the boats" by 
changing the law so that people 
who come to the UK illegally can 
be detained and then swiftly re-
turned to a safe third country or 
their home country.

Further measures, including 
the legal duty to remove, will be 
rolled out in the coming months.

Pablo Picasso's  
'Woman With A Watch' 
Sold For $139 Million
Agenceis

London: One of Pablo Picasso's 
masterpieces, "Woman with 
a Watch," was sold at auction 
Wednesday night for $139.3 
million by Sotheby's in New 
York, the second-highest price 
ever achieved for the artist.

The 1932 painting depicts 
one of the Spanish artist's com-
panions and muses, the French 
painter Marie-Therese Walter, 
and had been valued at over 
$120 million before going on the 
block, according to Sotheby's.

The painting is part of So-
theby's special sale this week 
of the collection of the wealthy 
New York patron of the arts Em-
ily Fisher Landau, who died this 
year at the age of 102.

Julian Dawes, the house's head 
of impressionist and modern art, 
called the Picasso canvas "a mas-
terpiece by every measure."

"Painted in 1932 -- Picasso's 
'annus mirabilis' -- it is full of 
joyful, passionate abandon yet at 
the same time it is utterly con-
sidered and resolved," he said.

Walter was considered Picas-
so's "golden muse", and features 
in another of his works going 
under the hammer on Thursday 
at Christie's: "Femme endormie," 

or "Sleeping Woman", estimated 
to sell for $25-$35 million.

Walter met Picasso in Paris 
in 1927, when the Spaniard was 
still married to Russian-Ukraini-
an ballet dancer Olga Khokhlo-
va, and when Walter was 17.

She also featured in "Femme 
assise pres d'une fenetre (Marie-
Therese)", which was sold in 
2021 for $103.4 million by Chris-
tie's auction house.

In 2021, Sotheby's also sold 
another Picasso featuring Wal-
ter, for $103 million. The couple 
had a daughter together who 
died last year.

Fifty years after his death in 
1973 aged 91, Picasso remains 
one of the most influential art-
ists of the modern world, and is 
often hailed as a dynamic and 
creative genius.

But in the wake of the #MeToo 
movement against sexual harass-
ment and assault, his reputation 
has been tarnished by accusa-
tions that he exerted a violent 
hold over the women who shared 
his life and inspired his art.

Sotheby's is hoping to net 
around $400 million in sales for 
pieces from Landau's collection, 
which also includes works by 
Jasper Johns, Willem de Kooning, 
Mark Rothko and Andy Warhol.


